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EVENING, JULY 25. 1900.

EDUCATING A FUTURE EMPEROR

INTER PARLIAMENTARY UtllOtl

MUZZLED PRESS AND

HOLDS ITS FINAL SESSION

Bryan Makes Hit of the Day at Luncheon in House of Lords on the
Glories of Peace.
CONTRABAND

OF WAR

0EF1NED-D1SARMA-

MENT

NUMBER 180

All

THE

COMMON REPRESSION METHODS

Ji

k Grandfather

j

rrl

'

Have Been Restored in Russia Even to
Witte's Method of Subsidizing Foreign

Press to Maintain Credit.

IS FAVORED

ASSASSINATION

OF

OFFICIALS AND

PROPERTY

BURNING

M

Senor Mendoza Invites the Union to Meet in Colombia at

Together With Strikes Form the People's Defense-Je- ws
rested For Joining Combination For Protection of Self and Families.

the Anniversary of Its Hundred Years of
Independent Government.
ent body. The time is perhaps not
distant when this resolution will convert Itself into an effectual demand.
"As Colombia has had some part in
promoting the progress of the parliamentary principle, and in three years
will be celebrating the centennial of
ference will be held In Berlin.
her independence, it seems that the
Made Hit of Occasion.
' Bryan.
The delegates were entertained to- Colombian congress will have a sort
day with a luncheon by the house of of historic right and duty to be the
js
lord. Mr. Bryan made the hit of the host upo nthat occasion of the Interoccasion, with a brlliiaat piece of parliamentary Union.
describing the glories
"In testimony of our devotion o the
of peace, his text being to the effect cause of representative government,
that a noble life was better than and of our sympathy with the proposdeath on the battlefield. Prolonged al that this form ,of government shall
applause greeted Bryan s oratorical be provided as soon as possible for the
conduct of international affairs, as a
effort.
member of the Colombia house of repMap Out Needed Legislation.
resentatives I have the honor to exThe conference of the
union, after a prolonged de- tend to the. Interparliamentary Union
bate today, adopted the following res- a cordial invitation to hold a session
at Bogota, during the year 1910, as the
olutions:
union ex guest of the Colombian congress: and
The
presses the view that the second in the event that no session of the
Hague conference should, first, by Union is to take place during that
treaty, define contraband of war as year, then during the year previous
Deing restricted to arms, munitions of or subsequent at the pleasure of the
war and explosives; second, to re- union.
"I may be permitted to add that,
assert and confirm the principle that
neither a ship carrying contrabands aside from Colombia's particular claim
of war nor other goods aboard such at that time on account of the hisship, not being cont raband of war. may toric connection of events, the holding
be estroyed; third, to affirm that of a session of the Interparliamentary
ven the private property . of bellig- Union in South America will mark the
erents should be as immune, at sea effectual conquest of that continent by
as it is on land."
this noble organization.
"Contemplating Its growth and the
The conference also adopted a resolution in favor of discussion by The continual triumph of the parliamentHague conference of means tx cut ary Idea over dynasties which have
down, the "intoleralile expenditure on held sway for centuries, it is a cause
armaments."
of wonder that any country can witI.
ness, in this, our day, an effort to
Speech of South American.
or withstand this irresistiCongressman
Bartholdt. speaking overthrow
ble principle in government, which
for Senor Diego Mendoza, extended an can
never
perish from earth nor be
invitation to the parliamentary.
union
kept
......
. . l. . ' j ' i .
permanently
..
..
out of its proper
n,A
ri
EKIKUld,
Ill llOiU 110 BtrIUU in
ttl
control in any part of the world.
Now thaf Kaiser William Has
Little Grandson, We May Be Sure That He Will Immediately Undertake
the capital of Colombia. He said:
"Assuring the union that its recepSole Charge of His Education, and bring him up on improved imperial principle.
"The year 1910 will mark the
In
South America in honor of the
anniversary of the inde- tion
pendence of
achieved centennial of our Independence will be
Colombia.
as
warm as that which was accorded
through the leadership of Simon
His final military victory was to it In North America during the cen- ENGINEERS ARE YET
ESTEEMED BY NONE,
GLASS IS INVENTED
won at Ayacucho, and resulted in the tennial of the IouIsiana purchase, I
liberation icf all South America from beg that the union will consent now
subjugation to Spain. This brought to come to Colombia and test the hosREGRETTED 8Y FEW
'T MELT
pitality of Spanish America to the
the whole of that great continent un- - grandest
. ( .i r tha mvtorn HfononfiflMnn
political design of our times."
In irnv.
eminent, whose cardinal principle is POLITICAL DISCONTENT
government by the people today,
RIFE IN PERSIA. Fine Visiting Program Con- The Body of Russell Sage Is Can Be Used In Doors of Fire
through the agency of representatives
Teheran, Persia, July 25. Political
elected by the people, sitting in a par-- - discontent here is again assuming
tinues to Be Carried Out
Consigned to the Worms
an
Proof Safes and Buildiiament or congress.
acute phase. The people are loudly
With Satisfaction.
"The assembling of the first repre- demanding the dismissal of the grand
and
Oblivion
ings With Safety.
sentative parliament of England dur- vizier, the return of the mullahs and
ing the thirteenth century being taken codification laws.
The
are
mullahs
as a starting point, it is easy to see now assembled at Kum,
great THE PROGRAM FOR TOMORROW TO PREVENT THEFT OF BODY
how all other political evets since then Shiah place of pilgrimage. the
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE AIDED
There are
are secondary in importance to the over
6,000 refugees under the protecappearance of representative parlia- tion
of the British legation here.
London. July 25. A general meetNew York, July 25 The body of Special to Evening Citizen.
ments in the various parts of the
ing of the members of the American Russell Sage was removed today from
world.
THAW'S TRIAL MAY
Washington, D. C, July 25. A new
"Every foot of ground on the two
of Mining Engineers was his residence, on Fifth avenue, to be discovery, which Is likely to have im
BEGIN OCTOBER 15. Institute
Troy
to
entaken
for
Interment.
The
continents of America, almost all of
held here today under the presidency tire first floor of the residence was portant practical results, has been
New York, July 25. Harry
Europe and a great part of Africa is lawyers made it known today Thaw's
he of Robert W. Hunt, of Chicago. Many filled with floral tributes. A few Intiby Dr. A. I Day, of this city,
now in subjection to such a sovereign. would positively go to trial that
for the members of the British Iron and Steel mate friends of Mr. and .Mr3. Sage made
formerly of the United States eeolog
So are Cuba, Australia and Japan. Koling of Stanford White
and
that
The United States is instituting such there would be no proceedings of the Institute also attended. In his address heard prayers read by Hev. Dr. An- leal survey. Dr. Day has perfected
a system in the Philippines. The em- criminal court looking to an examina Mr. Hunt surveyed the progress drew Ilageman before the removal of a method of making "quartz glass."
by metallurgy. A. Ijidd Col- the body from the house.
This is a problem on which scientists
pire of China is working on plans for tion of his
condition. Further achieved
Encased in a hermetically sealed en- have been at work for a decade. Hithby, of New York, in a paper advocated
a Chinese congress, and the Russian more, it Is mental
said that, the trial will be the
people are actually ia the throes of gin on October 15.
international standard by which velope, placed within a solid coffin, erto they have been able to make the
the quality of steel rails can be estab- the body of Russell Sage will today glass, but never without bubbles and
passing from an autocratic u a parhe placed In a chilled steel case, four the bubbles rendered it useless for
lished.
liamentary system.
inches thick, riveted with steel bolts, most purposes.
Program for Tomorrow.
"Such is the condition oi affairs in
The Carneg e institute came to Dr.
the several part of the w rid today MORE FIGHTING IN THE
Thursday, July 26. Joint meeting locked with a lock which can only be
conwhen the third
of the Iron and Steel Institute and the opened from the Inside, and lowered Day's rescue and furnished him with
gress is convening, when arrange- American Institute of Mining Engi- into a grave carpeted and lined with money for expensive apparatus by
uients are belug made for the early
neers at the Institution of Civil Engi- evergreens, on which the clods will be which the glass could be subjected to
LEYETTE ISLANDS
assembling of the second general
neers. A selection of papers will be heaped and a mound built. The steel the enormous pressuro of 500 pounds
case weighs three tons. It was ship- to the square Inch at the very high
of the nations at The Hague,
read and discussed.
and when the Interparliamentary UnIn the evening there will be four ped to Oakland cemetery. Troy, yes- tenicparture of 2,0u0 degrees Fahren
Manila, July 25. A detachment of alternative visits: First, to the works terday After the body Is lowered into heit. With this combination the perion is considering the best form for a
infantry (colored) of Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, limited, the grave, wires will be strung so fect quartz glass has been produced.
permanent international congress. Un-i- the Twenty-fourt- h
such circumstances we may well and a company of native constabulary mining machinery, at Frith, where the that mi immediate alarm will be given
The particular quality which ren- tike a glance backward as well as were attacked yesterday by hundreds American visitors will be eutertained should any attempt be made to tamper ders quartz glass valuable Is Its hard- grave.
with
procost
the
Pulajanes
of
of this
The
forward. Three hundred years ago
between the towns of at luncheon by the Institution of Minliens and Its resistance to heat. A
Toloss and Domain!, island of l.eyte. ing and Metallurgy; second, to the tection will be greater than any sum slab of this glass may be put In a safe
Elizabeth of England was i:; consultever
In
before
A
desperato
expended
the burial of door and the safe remain as ftroproof
battle took place, result- works of the Associated Portland Ceant! with Henry IV. of Prance in
to establishing permanent peace ing in the rout of the fanatics with a ment Manufacturers (1900) limited, at a private citizen in this country. Mrs. as If It. were solid steel. Oven and
Sage
readily
consented to the proposal furnace doors may now be made with
.:i Europe by the organization of a loss of fifty killed and more than sixty Nortlilleet; third, to the power stao
:ncil or congress of European pow-er.- wounded. The only American casution of the Underground Electric Kail-wa- y for safeguarding the grave of her hushaving
band,
had dread of the violaand ax otir organization is hold-i- - alty was one sergeant of tire constabcompany of London, limited, at
ulary wounded.
its fourteenth session at the cap-i-Chelsea, and fourth, to the Hall of the tion of graves ever since the thef' of THOTTING SEASON OF
Later estimates place the number Worshipful Company of Iron mong- the body of A. T. Stewart.
GRAND CIRCUIT OPENS
of Great Britain, it nay not be
.appropriate to recall the tct that. In of Pulajanes dead and wounded at 150. ers, Fenchurch street. The hall was
Detroit, Mich., July 25. The annual
NEW
YORK
RIFLEMEN
lie memoirs i f the Duke f Sully, the The fight took place in the thick un- erected in 1745 on the site of an Eliztrotting season of the grand circuit
prime minister of Henry ti.e Great, it derwood and lasted thirty minutes. abethan hall.
OPEN SCHUETZENFEST opens here this afternoon for a sea-- i
.s said that the suggestions upon this Five hundred Pulajanes, armed with
In the evening the delegates and laCreedmoor, L. I., July 25. The an- son of two weeks. The number of en-- :
rand design which were made by guns und bolos, charged the American dies accompanying them will visit the nual carbine team shooting match tin- ti les Is quite large anil a good at-- I
cj'.eeri Elizabeth proved
to bo the column three times. The Americans Crystal Palace at Sydenham, where der thp auspices of the New York tendance is expected,
'
consisted of fifty of the constabulary an informui dinner will be given at State Rifle association opened at the
."er of any king.
"Simon Bolivar, the liberator of and twenty-si- x
colored soldiers, com- 8 o'clock, and where the usual fire- rifle range here this morning. There
St. Louis Wool Market.
.South America, proposed in l$2t! a manded by Captain McMaster.
works display will bo supplemented is a good attendance and the number ..Si. I .mils. Mo., July 25. Wool mar-ke- i
ste-idsimilar plan for preserving effectually-- t
und unchanged.
by special set pieces.
of entries is larger than ever before.
UNVEILING
OF MONUMENT
ie political liberties of Auerica. that
TO CONFEDERATE DEAD
;s. I.y the organization of a
Rowing Green, Va., July 25. Many
congress in which al American
hundred
Confederate
veterans and ONLY VIOLATION OF THE S. P. FREIGHT HANDLERS BIG BOND BID IS FROM
i'arr-would be represented
"In the
Congress and many others have come here today
in The Hague conferences, which are from nil parts of this' state to attend
now actual facts, these
wo
EIGHT HOUR LAW
grand the unveiling of the monument of the
ARE ON STRIKE
EXPRESS CLERK
ideas are finding a tardy, or should i Confederate dead of Caroline county,
which
will
take place this afternoon.
u timely- - realization.
i
"It seems more than apprt piiate thai The program of exercises includes a
to the veterans and a meetthe parliamentary
principle, having dinner
Washington, July 25. It Is said at
San Francisco, July 25. About 5oo
New York. July 25. The Identity
ing with addresses
by prominent the war department
forth from England and estab- speakers.
that there have freight handlers in the employ of the of Samuel Hyerly, the successful bidlished itself in all parts of the world. veiled by The monument will be un- been but two complaints during
the Southern Pacific company in Oakland
I. S. Cash, who served durf r $5.ijoi,liu0 of the new Panama
liould now return to this place and
the war in Company B. Niuth last threo years of violations of th weut on a strike yesterday, demanding der
plead for its application to the com- ing
2 per cent bonds was learned tocanal
an
pay
In
increuse
from
irglna
to
1'2'i
cents
eight-hou- r
cavalry.
law by government conGovernor Swanson
mon affairs of all those nvions that will
day. He is a clerk in the accounting
25
grunted
an
cent
as
hour,
to
be
the
present
at the exercises
tractors.
The last occurred at Fort freight
have adopted the parliamentary form
handlers on tins side of the de; artment of the American Express
W'inuate, N. M where house mechanof government for their individual in- SPEED TRIAL OF
frpiL'hr tit.nn company. The general opinion is that
av a week uuu.
THE
ics were worke.l ten hours a day, but
terests.
u
threatens
become
to
CHUISER
situation
of the' Hyerly is taking a little "flyer." which
MILWAUKEE
contractor complained that there gravest
"The Interparliamentary 1 nieii is
ir) nothing more tangible than
cost
San Francisco. Ca!., July 2.'.. The the
Ofperil
men.
business
to
the
as a reai emei nry tor mis. as it j
f a suggestion of this idei.
t nder the terms of the
his nerve,
lis
Hl
ficials
'rial of the new cruiser Mi- was necessary
of
appealed
have
roa.l
to
tie
to rush the work and consignees
recorded at Si. Iuis. for the lwaukee, which was built bv the Union
no money need be put Up until
sale
help
the
to
clear
crowd,
d
his materials in hand and
!'.. deration of this Idea by the gov Iron Works here, U being held over have
Augim 1. Hyerly made four bids,
brought up before all the truusporta- - iracl.s by eiilouiling their freight
lias become a resolution the Goleiie
ranging from lui.l25 to 9103.867. The
course.
Commander
facilities, were absorbed by the
Copper.
favor of the conversion of
Lead
syndicate
and
that get half of the
fnarles A. Coe is In command uf the tion
'
larHe movements
troops attending
.V w York. July 25
:
Hague conference int.' a
Lead and coje
Mil . .iiiKee.
bonds put the price on them
maneuvers.
yesterday at $10 4 40.
!'t. dull and iinchaiiKed.

July 25. The inter parliamentary union concluded Its session
today. The decision of a time and
'
piace for tlie next conference was
left In the hands of the international
council. It Is expected that the con-
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word-paintin-
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St. Petersburg, July 25.
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No word of

VVitte's old system by wbioh millions Master Uuilders"
association opened
are used in Berlin and Paris, as well nere loaay and will continue In ses..
1 r. In c
r..,ni .
sion all afternoon.
More than one
Russian bonds.
nundred and fifty members, from all
In the provinces the suppression of parts of the state, are in attendance.
newspapers end the arrest of the agi- Some very Important matters will
tators continue unalated. Up to the come up for consideration, among
present time there is n. evidence of other things the strike situation In
the unexpected general rising of the New York and In various other larg
peasantry, but news travels slowly in eastern cities.' This evening the anthe country.
nual banquet of the association will
take place. Mayor Duckle will be
one of the speakers.
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE
MOLDING SECRET SESSIONS.
Dolgoroukoff's permanent TO INSTRUCT FARMERS
Prince
parliament committee has held sevIN THEIR BUSINESS
Fhchburg, Miss., July 25. Under
eral sessions, but the greatest secrecy
Is observed to prevent the government the auspices of the state board of
rrom getting wind of its decisions, in agriculture a meeting of farmers la
t he
meantime, government notes, in- being held today at Whalon Park,
spired by Premier Stolypin, are busily near Fltchburg, for the purpose of inIssued, assuring the public of the gov- structing the farmers by demonstraernment's honorable intentions to con- tions and experiments under the suptinue the liberal regime. But the ervision of competent agriculturists
fair words tall on deaf ears.
and lecturers. The meting began this
morning and will contlue all day, with
THREE MEMBERS URGE
practical demonstrations in the foreNO ARMED RESISTANCE. noon and afternoon.
Governor Bell
Count Heyden, Prince Lvoff nd M. of Vermont will deliver an address in
Stakovich, members of parliament, the afternoon.
who refused to sign the parliamentary
GEOLOGICAL 8URVEY
address to the country, issued at
today Issued separate addresses
FURNISHES ARMY MAPS
Washington, p. C.,1 July 25. The
appealing to the people to submit to
parliaGeological
dissolving
imperial
survey.' has a confidential
the
decree
ment and prepare for the election of arrangement with the war department
a new parliament. The address points by which the topographical
sheets
out that the emperor aoted within bis made by the surveyors of the Geologwould
rights
It
survey
constitutional
and that
ical
are furnished to the genbe a crime in the midst of the pres- eral staff of the army. These sheets
attempt
go
dangers
to shake the
Into the details of the country over
ent
to
power or the sovereign. The addrew which the surveyor travel every year
concludes:
and show the location of places of
"Resistance with force not only supply of water and forage, the sitfruitenormous
number of
means an
uation of blacksmith shops, bridges,
less sacrifices, but will also bring Rus- the places to ford streams and - the
political
sia to final economic and
condition of the roads. This informaruin."
tion Is of great value In connection
with the accumulation of material
ANOTHER TYRANT 8TABBED
destined to be of value in time of
TO DEATH ON STREETS. trouble or on other occasions when
Warsaw, July 25. Colonel Salama-toff- , the army must go Into a new sec
of the gendarmle, was stabbed to tion of the country.
death here today, he assassin escap"
ing.
ALABAMA PRESS
Salamatoff, who was assistant to
ASSOCIATION MEETS
the chief of gondarme of the provGadsden, Ala.. July 25. The anince of Warsaw, had been active in nual meeting of the Alabama Press
the repression of measures. He was association was called to order here
walking in the street about noon, this morning and the visiting mem
when attacKed by two men who stab- bers were welcomed by Mayor Smith
bed him several times and then, as and the Rev. J. R. McMulIen.
Max
he sank down, dying, walked quickly Hamburger, editor of the Mobile Heraway, disappearing in different' direc- ald, responded, and was followed by
tions, no sM?ctator8 trying to stop President Charles H. Greer, of the
them.
state association, who delivered his
There will be anannual address.
FINE CASTLE IS WRAPPED
other session in the afternoon, when
IN DEVOURING
FLAMES. Governor Jelks andSenator Morgan
Mitau, Russia, July 25. Rempten will deliver addressee. The rest of the
castle, near Tukom, one of the finest day will be given up to ' recreation.
and most ancient 'in Courtland, is in The business sessions will now begin
are
revolutionists
flames.
Armed
tomorrow. An interesting proagain in possession of the surround- until
gram for the convention has been
ing country. Two columns of troops repareu,
will Include a discusare advancing respectively from the sion of theand
subject of foreign advereast and west.
tising. It is expected that after the
adjournment of the convention tomorMARTIAL LAW GRIPS
RUSSIA'S OLD CAPITAL. row many of the members will go to
Moscow, July 25. The massing of Atlantic Beach, Fla., where they will
troops in this city continues. All ra- remain one week.
diating railroad lines are carefully
guarded and the whole city Is under
1

1

VI-lor-

--

martial

law.

General Strike Reported.
It Is reportfd, but not confirmed,
that the workingmen's council has decided In favor of a general strike, to
begin cn July 2S.
JEWS ARRESTED FOR
SELF-DEFENS-

UNION.

Odessa. July 25. The city is comparatively quiet today. About seventy
.lews have been arrested on suspicion
organof belonging to a
ization.
STRIKE HAS BEGUN
IN TOWN

OF RIGA.

July 25. Nine thousand
tory workmen struck here today.
K.ga,

j
'

h--

'

intuitu; mnuiueii is now ipcrmiuea io MASTER BUILDERS
be published. The Reich today said
MEET AT PLAINFIELD
that a financial crash is impending, s
Fialnfleld. N. J., July 25. The anthe government is resorting to Count nual convention of the New Jersey

i!

I

Ar

CANADA'S

GOVERNOR-GOE-

fac-

COTTON

(SINNERS

HOLD

SECOND ELECTION
.Memphis, Tenu., July 25. The election of officers held at a meeting In
Dallas, Tex., last December, having
been declared illegal, the National
Glnners' association met hero In convention today for the purpose of electing u new set of officers and of considering other important
business.
The question of government estimates
willjio thoroughly discussed and some
radical steps may be taken to insure,
for the future, the gathering and publication of reliable crop and supply
reports by tho government.
Other
Important matters will also be taken
up and discussed. The attendance is
unusually large and every part of the
cotton producing south Is represented
by delegates. An interesting program
has been arranged for the meeting.

SALMON FISHING
St. Johns, N. F., July 25. Karl
Grey, governor general of Canada, accompanied by a small party, arrived
here today to go salmon fist ing for
about ten days, ivlaliorate prepar-tlon- s
have been made for the entertainment of the governor general, this
being the first time that a .overnor
general of Canada ever visited New HORSE SHOW OPENS
AT LONG BRANCH
Foundland.
Long r.ranch, N. J., July 25 The
eleventh annual open air horse show
CONCENTRATION CAMP
of the Monmouth County Horse Show
FOR EASTERN TROOPS association
will open this afternoon
Mt. Gretna, Pa., July 25. The great on
tho horse show grounds, and
of everything
concentration camp for the
that it will be
the department of the east was open- one of the indicates
most brilliant events of
ed here last week, but not until yeskind ever held here. Many Imterday was the camp completed and that
portant
have
been
ready to receive the full contingent of made on Improvements
the show grounds and an untroops ordered to concentrate
here. usually large
The troops began to arrive here from prizes will be numler of handsome
awarded. Tho number
all parts of the east yesterday and of entries in the
numerous classes U
continued to come In today, k is exbeyond expectations and some
pected that by tonight nearly a'.l the Io'e
the finest horses owned in this
troops Intended for this camp will of
part of the country will be shown.
have arrived.
Tho
concentration Fifty-sihave been provided
movement is under the command of for. The classes
show will continue every
General Fred D. Grant, who will di- afternoon
until Sunday and will dos
rect the operation of the troops dur- with an e"enlng
show on that day.
ing the encampment, which will last
until September 30. Everything Is in
Spelter.
good order and thanks to tha careful
St. Uiuis. Mo
July 25 Spelter,
preparations there is no confuslou.
qulel, at 95.92'j.

"ALBUQUERQUE

THE EVENING CITIZEN
Weekly

raMUket Dally

fcy

The Citizen Publishing Company

w.

Pnrtoflka tat tmnamlaatmi throosa Um
- Mcond elaaa
l

u

Official Pap"" ot Bernalillo County
lid City of Altxiquorquo.
IiIt I Tnu aftoraoo Dlipitchaa.
Urprt City 4 Ctunty ClrtnliHM.
Tfca Lirrnt Ntw Unlet Clftvltttim.
W(irthn Sflrenl Prtulitlea.
i

hlch mie directed at mo, I recognizedfamiliar tinrase. and KB lantly Oilered her a cigar. The expansive smile
which pretted my donation proven my
Interpretation to nave noon correct.
Wandering around the viiiage i was
neat and attractive little
struck by
cottage which Invited closer Inspec
tion. It was inciosou oy
fence, an unusual feature here. As
I drew near, 1 discovered that the
fence was made of mahogany boards.
With tne extreme good taste wnicn is
so characteristic of these natives, the
owner had carefully whitewashed it.

00000-TUB

I

Nature at Her Beet.

the train

tnvinir

Oh'

......

SUMMER
AND
AND TUB RES- -

wnt:r.H'FSs
TOiTION OF
is assured

by

the
the
the
the
the
the

man who rbouid ba working for you?
man 'h-- - ou.d gladly lend you money?
n.' ti vm wculd like to buy your hors?
your buslne??
man who would buy an interest in
ground?
of
man who would buy that lot
man who would buy your old bicycle?

"Ikcrespary to

Almond. Benzoin

and Witch Hasel
Cream 25c. v5

JULY 25,

19C6.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUK

....

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

CitszeE

im

AY,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Want Ads, Furnish you
witlb names and addsesses
are
of people who Prosperity

CLEAR
A
FRESH COMPLEXION.

soft.

"plunged

nfo a tropical swamp and forest. The
luxuriant
foliage was indeseribab'y
Mile after miie we
and beautiful.
ttHt
passed through archways or oentnng
palms, gigantic In size, and through
TtHMI or IUMCHIPTION!
groves of corrzo trees. To my mind
.H!
wlw w. mmO. ana nu to aaTanca,
..... .
mofith
latter Is the most per.ect repre
the
IMt Wt kwMil PrmH
100
T
w?akf
sentation of the picturesque in trop-Ica- I
veeetation. 1's trunk la clad In
Dalfy by Carrier, 60c per month the richest
attire of parasitic life: its
aVlhrored hi th. wonderful feathery leaves, often thirty
cmvww will
w
0
or
lor
par
waak.
Kr at tlM tow rata of 20 nta
and fortv feet In length, bend In ele
gant and graceful curves under the
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Now is the Time

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

to make

Uto I'versify N eights Prosperity,

THE TABLE
Valuable Plants Imported
From Foreign Lands

Two Kinds of Horj. Radish.
An equal enthusiasm is manifested

by agricultural experimenters on the
subject of the Malm hor-,radish, and
the methods practiced by the Malin
peasants in its culture. Imported to
America from the little Austrian village of Malin, the growing of this
horse radish is now a small but
profitable industry In New Jersey,
"while Its superiority is evidenced not
only in its flavor and crispness, but
by the fact that it produces more and
larger roots, matures earlier, and nets
the farmer $100 more an acre than the
American variety.
Allied to the Americas and Austrian
varieties, in that it is a member of the
same family and 1s put to the same
common use, is the wasau!, the horse
radish of the Japanese.
I: differs
from ours in color, bein.r usually a
light green, while in tate it is said
to possess a fre?h sharpness, which
distinguishes It from both the Malin
and American sorts. Ia Japan the
wasabl is grated and served as a
condiment with the ris- - fish so universally eaten in that country. The
roots are also f ickied, and from the
leaves is made a pep;.er sauce by pouring over them hot water and allowing
them to stand for a few hours.
By
a nation so ndd.cted to the use of
relishes as the American, the wasabl
will undoubtedly be well received.
Its culture here Is aready under way,
and while it is now growing well In
New York state, and In. the vicinity
of Washington City, its success as a
product cannot be determined for several years jc-t-.
Egyptian Horse Bean.
In the Nile valley 600,000 acres of
Its rich soil Is yearly devoted to the
cultivation of what is called the
horse bean. It is an Ideal forage
plant, whose value has been fully
recognized by the English, large
quantities of these beans being shipped to England and fed to the omnibus and cab horses of London.
With her unlimited resources of soil
and climate, America should readily
find suitable regions for the cultivation of this desirable plant. California, which is a favorite state for
plant experimentation, is growing a
few of these beans, and southwest
Texas, with its mild winter climate,
soema to possess every qualification
for their speedy and complete adoption. The beans are planted thickly in
rows and grow to a height of four or
five feet.
Planting is donn In the
nutumn, and the crops mature at a
season when the farmer has usually
exhausted his store of summer forage
crops. This fact alone would appear
to Justify unusal effort to establish its
use in this country, and supply the
southern farmer with a valuable winter crop and those in the north with
a new fdOti for their stock.
For Abandoned Rice Lands.
Down on the low lands of South
Carloina. where rice culture was once
nn important industry, yearly yielding
the planter a handsome profit on his
iDor, me news nave became practically waste land. This condition is
due to the opening up of large plantations in Louisiana and Texas, where
the rice is more cheaply and consequently more profitably produced. To
discover what will grow best on the
abandoned fields of South Carolina,
and restore to them their former commercial value in the agricultural
world, is a question now Interesting
a large number of people.
The
planter, whose income has been bo
materially lessened by the decay of
rice culture, is naturally the one most
concerned in the discovery of new
rops for his old fields: but there Is
no class of people throughout
the
state of Smith Carolina that is not
affected, to a greater or less degree,
by the materia! wealth of the state
s represenred
by Its agricultural
products.
Every one knows how
'inickly the
and the banker
responded tn the prnsepritv of the
farmer.
Work
tlit-- i

concerned
iiit-rt-

In
sts

Your Selection

WAY

Special Corresponden
Washington, D- C, .Inly 25. The
farmer who is not prejudice! against
new crops and who desire to develop
111
land to Its hiijhe.st productive capacity by Intelligent experiment will
be Interested in some recent plant
importations
from abroad by the
United States depar'.aient of agriculture
One of these plants, ti-- Japanese
grown in
successfully
now
udo.
America, will probably rival the celery
and the lettuce as a popular winter
salad. Us edible qtia!it!e.j have long
been recognized in Japan, where It Is
served In every tea house, and in
China, to which country i' is probably indigenous; but is America and
to Americans, with the exception of
a few travelers and residents inJapan
and a small number or private experimenters, it is still unknown. By the
private growers, however, Its culture
is already well understood, and Its
adaptability to a variety of climates
fully demonstrated.
As a market product, the udo is
yet to be placed on trial, but its
friends, who are enthusiasts, predict
that In the hands of progressive
truck growers and hotel managers It
will soon become a favorite dish with
the American housekeeper.
Every
sort of claim is made for its table
properties, and its cripr.es, the delicacy of its flavor, and the grace with
which it lends itself t
a French
dressing of vineear. sait. and olive
oil is a theme with its admirers.
The root stocks which produce the
edible shoots of the udo may be
profitably cultivated for ten years.
They are grown, according to variety,
either from seedlings or root cuttings,
and the method of culture closely follows that of aspara;u3.
It is believed that the uio may be
grown in open grouni as far north
as Norfolk, Va.

of the Enthusiast.
is another person deeply

this problem whose ma-iiare untouched and

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice 50-folevel, at from $25 to flSO
lot. $5 down,
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NEW THINGS

MUCH EXPECTED IN THIS

EVENING

whose services are often unackffowl-- '
edged and
altogether!
sometimes
overlooked. ' This Is the government
expert, thu disinterested enthusiast
whose kuowledge and skill have
many a denuded hill, vitalized
many n barren waste, and made the
desert Itself yield riches. He Is too
frequently regarded as a laboratry
dreamer, whose theories should 1e
disregarded by the practical farmer.
But the scletlst is, above all, a careful experimenter, and if he has vis- ions they are such as help his fellows, as visions always
have in
every field of endeavor since the
world began. To his explorations in
foreign countries we owe many of
our new crops. By selection, hybrid- izing, and careful breeding, he has lm- proved species and produced new
types: and it Is to him that the peo- pie of South Carolina now look to aid
them In their search for something
to take the place of the once.val-'- ;
liable rice crop.

1

1
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Rushes From Orient.
these abandoned fields
a rush grows wild. Acting upon this
suggestion of nature, an effort is being made by the .agricultural department, with the
of private growers, to replace this woth-les- s
rush with a better one. Both
China and Japan possess a native
rush whose qualities enable them to
manufacture
a matting unequaled
elsewhere in the world.
That of
Japan ranks in fineness, while the
Chinese is tougher, and, for ordinury
uses, more durable.
To transnlant these valnnhlo rushes
and domicile them in South Carolina
ran hardly be regarded as a wild
scheme even by those most skeptical '
of the government's capacity for practical work, and a report of the first
year's trial has just been received at
Washington,
and Is encouraging.
While the sample sent on for inspection shows the rush to be still too
brittle and too short for commercial
use, u is not unreasonable to suppose
that such defects will be overcome.
In plant culture every condition Is
carefully noted, and oftentimes apparently insuperable obstacles have
yielded to intelligent and painstaking
experimentation.
Should the Japanese rush prove itself an alien to the
end in the rice fields of South Carolina, the perennial ardor of the agriculturist may be relied upon for
fresh efforts and final
success.
On many of

OKIA
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109000 in Purses for Horse Races

j

Poor American Beers.
Notwithstanding
many advertisements to the contrary.it is generally
known by the public, as well as bv
the brewers, that American beer is
inferior to that made in Europe. The
trouble may be found in the mixed
barleys and inferior hops used in the
manufacture of American beer. When
the growers shall have improved the
quality or American hops and replaced with pure races the mixed
barleys now In use, we may hope to
see produced in this, country a beer
akin to the fine brews of Munich and
Pilsen. To secure a pure-rac- e
barley
is a matter of bre-dibacked bv
unremitting
care
and
devotion
Sweden has produced a famous type!
and the Hanna barley, another won-- I
derful type, from Moravia, is now be- -

11

13

j:

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White 8eal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
,
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

9

.

..........

y

...yi. M

Snapshot throwing Mrs. William Thaw, mother of Harry Thaw leavinq
the Tombs after a visit to her son. She has a fine face, but since her return to New York she wears a heavy veil when on the street.
The young
man accompanying her is her son, Joa'ah.
NEW COMPANIES

j

which

this company

is formal

ami

in- -

-

Baby Show.

Jersey 8toik

Show.

Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Monteium. Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this,
,
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Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.
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When the individual cltUen neglects his civic
duties, the community and state suffer; but wnen tne
newspaper, with its exceptional facilities for influence,
derelict or prostitutes Its powers, the effect is lar- reaching and momentous. It Is obviously the pretense
public support, that it
of every newspaper, seeking
stands for the public enlightenment and welfare. Even
though It have no editorial opinions to express, and ue
simply an organ of Information, it professes to publish
things that are true and to be so far an honest servant
of those who buy It. It Is, then, a national misfortune
hat so large a section of the American press, under
the operation of commercial influences, has been led into
the adoption of methods and practices which are essentially dishonest. I refer especially to the exaggerations
and misrepresentations which characterize the
yellow press.' The predominant tone of this class of
Journal is a painful and distressing scream which mani
fests Itself In dreadful typographical effects, and to
which the advertisers are encouraged to aid 'heir discordant notes."
The writer believes the independent newspaper to
be "the most vital Instrument that democratic society
can produce for its own advancement and protection."
Thus:
certainly can not afford to
"The newspaper-make- r
disregard the interests of his advertisers; but, when the
ights of the readers are subordinated or submerged to
d
meet the
demands of the advertisers, the
newspaper becomes so far simply a lie. Such a policy
persisted in defeats itself, and the newspaper produced
mply or principally to carry advertising, ultimately
becomes of very little value to its commercial patrons.
So In respect to the unrestrained, Intemperate use of
scare head lines and the faking of sensational news;
these practices may win temporarily In the game; but
in the long run, they are poor business investments, and
of course they are shamelessly dishonest.'
"The Journalist has one client, one patient, one flock
that is to say, the whole community; and nothing
should stand In the way of his single-minde- d
and de- oted service of that one common interest. He should
beware of all entangling alliances political, social, conv
merolal which may limit or embarrass such service.
He should let the honors and emoluments of public of
fice go to other people. His own office, if properly ad
ministered, is more important and powerful than any
hat his fellow-citizeare likely to confer upon him
The Independent newspaper may be and should be the
most vital and effective Instrument that, democratic so
ciety can produce for its own advancement and protec
ion; and its true business welfare, In the long view, lies
n a complete, intelligent, sympathetic devotion to pub
lic Interests,
"It is my hope, my ambition, that Ihe independent
newspapers of the United States shall become, as the
years roll on, more and more truly apostles of an Indus
trious peace, not only for the sake of the. highest and
best development of this nation, both spiritually and materially, but. for the advancement of liberty. Justice and
enlightened democratic government
throughout
the
world."
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from a scientific view, however alarming to those who Is no denying that there is, and as Is to be expected, woman $l.5o for the same. It is not stock.
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Days.
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Companions.

Says There Is

REPORTS OTHER POLICE COURT NEWS SOME OF THE ATTRACTIONS INDIAN

WILD

DENOUNCES
H. Werner

No

representing

MoLeod,

a syndicate of eastern mtn Interested
in mines in Mexico, was in Albuquerque tnday for a short trrne, en route to

New York City, having Just come up
from the interior of the sister republic.
Speaking cf the sensational stories
eminating from Americans recently
returned from Mexico, relative to the
alleged plots to overthrow President
government,
Diaz and the Mexican
and kill or drive out the Americans,
Mr McLood said:
"Americans In Mexico are Just as
safe as any other class of foreigners
and foreigners as a whcle are as safe
within the Mexican border as they
would lie in, the United States at a
time when sreat strikes were on. by
which I mean that while there is some
talk anions certain classes of foment
ing a revolution for the overthrow of
the Mexican government it is not
widespread to have very
much effect, and the government and
army is amply able to c pe with any
outbreak.
'President Diaz is getting old and
will soon have to retire on account of
Old age. If he fhould die suddenly 1
doubt not but what Bn attempt would
be. made to overthrow the government,
or rather, 'clean mt.' the present administration and officers in power.
"Mexico, as you know, is virtually
a monarchy, despite the fact hat it
is really a republic and ruled over by
a president and elective officers. Elections 1n Mexico are farces. The soldiers vote and you can readily see
that whoever has the army behind
them are sure of election and power.
The commissions in the army descend
from father to son, generation after
generation and so strong an institution has President Diaz surrounded
himself with, and so staunch Is tne
political machine, that it would be
almost a matter of impossibility for
a revolution to succeed in even coming to lite.
"I understand that there are a number of Mexicans In St. Louis, Mo., who
maintain headquarters there, and have
established a printing office for the
purpose of sending out inflammable
literature, for the purpose of fomenting revolutionary sentiments in Mexico, but anyone not a sensationalist,
who has ever been in Mexico long
enongn ito observe the manner in
which the army and gendarmes, thick
an flies, work in conjunction,
and
how completely are the poorer classes
subjugated, will admit that there is
but very little chance for a revolution
to succeed in our sister republic.
"While I admit that the Mexicans.
a a rule, have n.j use for Americans,
"
believe hey have sense enough to
know t'hat did they makes any open or
concerted move against the Americans they would be eo severely dealt
with as to forever preclude any of
their ilk from a similar attempt.
l ne story that Americans
were
leaving xe country daily in large
-- numbers,
fearing an attack, is all
bosh.
When I left Monterey there
vas no such feeling existing aniens
the American colony there, and I
doubt if there is, any feeling of feai
among the Americans anywhere in the
republic. The government and the
army is amply able to cope with any
infant outbreak that might occur from
the irresponsible
and Inflammable
few, and any move to do the Americans any injury or intimidate them
would be met with such moves on the
part 'of President Diaz, who is a friend
of the Americans and the United
States, as to utterly quash it in its
infancy."
'
Speaking of the riots at Oananea,
Mr. McLeod, who has spent mucn of
his life, in Mexico, said that it was
much like any other strike, only in
were
this instance two Americans
killed.
"When we have a Btrike in the coal
regions in the states," said Mr. Mcleod, "net two, but two dozen, or possibly more, are killed. It is to be
regretted, of course, that the Americans met death, or that tne riot ever
occurred, but you saw how quickly
it was suppressed, and how severely
fhe Mexicans and leaders were punished. That's the way it is in Mexico
in every like instance.
"No, I don't place any credence in
the alarmists' stories of Impending
disaster for Americans in Mexico, and
I believe the republic
s safe a place
for Americans today as It ever was.
The Mexican grvernment can protect
all foreigners within its borders, and
there is no more fear of an uprising
occurring In Mexico than there is of
one breaking out in the United
States."
y

ESCAPED CONVICT

'

IN ARIZONA JAIL
EUGENIO ORONA, WHO ESCAPED
FROM LAS VEGAS SCENIC HIGHWAY, AGAIN IN TOILS.
Tile authorities

Because Thomas Ford, proprietor of
a livery stable, and C. W. Hunter, a
horse trader, engaged in an altercation yesterday evening ou South First
street, near John A. Thlrlon's store.
Ford Is out lit), as is Hunter, and
Thtrion has a broken window In his
store.
During the trouble Hunter shied a
rock at Ford which hit' Thlrlon's window Instead.
Police Judge Crawford
this morning fined Ford 10 and gave
Hunter the same dose, remitting the
latter's fine, however, on condition
that he pay for the broken window,
which he agreed to do.

days.

Hardeman has been giving the

po-

lice more or less trouble for some time
past and last night was taken in on
a vagrancy charge.
In police court

this morning he tried to explain his
g
proclivities,
but
without avail, Judge Crawford sending
him to the county Jail for two months.
money-snatchin-

Tomas Mores Fined $10.
When Jose Luna, formerly a dishwasher at the Zelger cafe, appeared In
police court this morning to push a
charge of assault against one Tomas
Mores, his face was prlmae facie evidence that he really had been assault-

ed.

RESCUED BY RAILROAD

Carpet Remnants

MEN

Soma cf them just encuh to cevrr
mall bed room or aitting rttrr.
.Ingrain, Brussels and Axmmrtr r et
tea than actual cost
Come In and brl r measurtmentt cf
your room. We will fc st'e tc furnish you with
nice carpet tor very
little money.
a

The 'purchase in this city yesterday
of a typewriter by U. G. Palsano, an
educated Pueblo Indian, recalls an
experience a traveling representative
of The Evening Citizen had at
aloiH a year ago, with a Iignna
Indian, which speaks volumes in the
way of showing how the average Indian thirsts for knowledge as well as
the news of current events and the
conveniences enjoyed by civilization.
"I was sitting on the counter in the
trading st re. when an Indian came
up and began turning over some
papers I had laid on the c enter,"
said the newspaper man. "A clerk In
the,store asked me why I didn't get
the Indian to take the paper, adding
that the Indian could read. I looked
at the clerk with sorw mistrust, and
then began sizing up the Indian. He
was n well built fellow, with a broad,
intelligent brow, and not a bad face.
"He seemed to be reading the paper
and I put to him the usual question
would he not like to take a live, daily
paper, and keep up with the times
He said he didn't know 'how much'
This In English, as good as any one
could speak, was unlooked for.
"I Informed him that the rice was
$5 a year In advance.
After studying a moment, the Indian turned on
his heel, and without a word, dirted
through the door. I asked the clerk
where he was going, and was informed
that probably he w going after his
money.
Tne clerk alas informed me
that my prospective Subscriber lived
in a village about, three miles distant.
"Well, I didn't expect to see that
red again, and a half hour later was
lugging my grip to the caboose of a
long freight train, on which I hoped
to, reach Albuquerque. My thoughts
were farther from that Indian than
Bryan is today from being elected
to the presidency, when I heard the
footsteps cf some one running on the
opposite side or the train. I peeped
under the car. and there was my Indian. He climhed between the cars,
and pulling a sack from his pocket,
counted out $5 In nickels, dimes and
quarters, which he gave to me. and
seemed content to take in return a
receipt for a year's subscription.
"1 have found out la'.er that the Indian was a college graduate, and was
engaged in farming and stth'k raising
near I.aguna."

The fruit department for the c.rmlng
fair, under the superlntendency
of M. P. Stamm, will In all probability
be larger than any like exhibit for
previous territorial fairs neld the past
few years. Mr. Stamm Is in receipt
of letters from fruit growers urough-ou- t
the territory, asking for particulars as to the fruit exhibit, and in
consequence is sending out the following information:
Fruit exnlbit entries c) se September 17, at 12 o'clock, noon.
Exhibits must be In plac l.y 10 a.
m.. September 17.
Air exhibits must remain in place
until the last day of the fair.
Premiums offered are for New Mexico fruits, exclusively.
The fooowlng scale of indnts will
be observed in awarding prizes:
Quality, 30; quantity, 25: number of
varieties. 20; arrangement of exhibit,
5: correct nomenclature, 20.
The Santa Fe railroad vill carry
exhibits of fruits by freight free of
charge. The Well-FarExpress company will make reduced rates on
fruits sent to tne fair by express.
the best exhibit of fruit from any
county in the territory will receive as
first prize, $150; second prize. $50.
Best and largest exhibit of apples,
$10; grapes, $10; peaches, $10; pear's,
$10; plums, $5;
quinces, $5. Best
and largest exhibit ol Trults raised by
one individual, 10.
Be&t plate of grapes. $1; pears, $1;
apples, $1; peaches, $1; quinces, $1;
plums, ti.
Best and largest collection of vegetables from any county. $25.
Best exhibit of vegetables raised
by one exhibitor, $10.
fall

Hardeman Gets Jail Sentence.
"Nigger" Hardeman, an unbleached
American, has a penchant for snatching small change from the hands of
unwary pedestrians, "just for fun," he
says, and as a result has secured accommodations at the Hotel de Galle-gos- ,
in Old Town, for the next sixty

COLLECE GRADUATE

We have on sale a large lot of

Strung up by the neck to the eaves
ware house at
ine Gross-Kell- y
Epris, near Belen, In the good,
vigilantes style, and yet living to tell the tale, is the experience
of a hobo, giving the name of A. T.
Smith, whi?, since the "lynching le."
hiss disappeared,
A
party of railroad men arrived
upon the scene, just In time to save
Smiths, lire. When cut down the
man's tongue was lolling from his
mouth and his face was purple from
the choking. It took some time to revive him.
Smith, together with about ten
othtr "knights of the rods," was in
Bpris drinking and carousing all .day
Sunday. All the "boes" seemed to
have money and all got' gloriously
drunk. Smith proceeded to "touch"
two of his erstwhile companions, one
for $40 and another for $50 and a
walch, while they were dead drunk.
Suspicion fastened on Smith, he was
searched and the gocds found on him.
"Lynch the gay cat," yelled the
other members of the gang, and fighting and struggling like a demon, Smith
W'9s dragged to the Gross-Kellware
house, where a rope was secured, and
the unfortunate tramp was hoisted tr
the elves. In a short time he was Insensible, and but for the timely arrival of the railroad men wno rescued him, would have paid the ; cualty
or his thievery with his life.
As soon as revived. Smith r arted
f.:r the "tall timber," and the K'st til
the gang scattered.
"They certainly meant
Raid one of the railroad men w iowas
in the rescue party, and thn ddod:
"That's the first 'lynching bee' we've
had in New Mexico in a long time."
of

l.a-gun- a

Albert Faber
308-31-

0

Railroad Ave.,

Albuquerque,

N. M,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blk 93

Auto. Phone 292

Luna alleged that Mores and another man attacked him near the resiSome of the Attractions.
dence of Ward, the dog catcher, beA partial list of the attractions xt
cause he would not buy them more
annual fair
CAME FROM KANSAS
booze.
Mores was fined $10, but as cured for the twenty-sixtyet the other assailant has not been Is given below:
Running
races
races,
and harness
TO WED SWEETHEART
apprehended.
purses aggregating $io,(mnp.
ball
Base
in
$1,300
tournament,
Couldn't Place the Officer.
Justice George P. Craig officiated at
thirty-sixt- h
When a minion of the majestic law prizes.
wedding at 11 o'clock
his
exhibit,
Fruit
prists aggregating
walked up to a
police $5110.
this morning when he joined In wedcourt character last evening, who was
lock Carlton C. Belt of Golden, N. M.,
Jersey stock exhibit, prizes aggreIngloriously drunk, and told him that gating
and Miss Ooru B. Hearing, of Colum$500.
he was under arrest, the "plain drunk"
bus. Cherokee county, Kansas.
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
Trades display. Mu!ry show, baby
said:
o
The bride is the daughter of a
flower parade, relay race, ladi"Schuse me, Ossifer, your face ' show,
Steel Ranges,
farmer of Kansas, and came
race, twenty-multeam exhibit.
familiar, but I shnst can't place you." dies'
rect from Columbus to this city to wed
ball, balloon races, United
"Well, I can place you." retorted Montezunna
the man of her choice, arriving here
States cavalry maneuvers. Western
the officer,
"In . the lock-uplast evening. The groom, Mr. Belt, is
and Amusement company
on
streets,
the
thither went the drunk. This morn- with twenty different shows, and sev- SOCORRO AND SIERRA
the chief engineer of the Gold Bullion
117 Gold Avenue
ing he was assessed the usual $5 or
Mining company, at Golden. They
sensational
eral
"free"
and
attractions
five days.
tomorrow morning for their fua numoer of rthers
COUNTY INSTITUTE leave
yet connot
ture home at Oolden.
tracted.
Don't Diapute with a Woman,
ATTORNEY GENERAL GRANTS
TEACHERS' NORMAL INSTITUTE
if the teU yon to order
NOTES
IN SESSION AT SOCORRO. WITH RELIGIONS
USE OF HIS NAVE THINGS DOING IN
sack cf
THIRTY-fOUIN
TEACHERS
FROM WATROUS TOWN
EMPRESS FLOUR.
BASEBALL CIRCLES
ATTENDANCE.
QUO WARRANTO
PROCEEDINGS
tt-ufeM6h
eo
(it you should forARE GRANTED IN GALLUP CITY
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE HELD
get, tbe order), tbat you could not
IT'S UP TO THE BROWNS TO SHcial Correspondence.
ELECTION SQUABBLE.
Socorro. N. M., July 24. .The norREV. SOLLIE OF ALBUQUERfind it, for vrry first-cla- a
groeaa
PLAY. BALI "DUSTY" RHODES
QUE
IN
THE PULPIT MANY
The apparently harmless little city
candles EMPRESS., You nUi aiway
GOES
TO
LOUIS NASH mal institute in session atr Socorro,
ST.
SHOWERS.
election field in Gallup last April, at
find pood bread, good blftculta, foot
WANTS A JOB EL PASO BANK-ER- held for the teachers of both Socorro
and Sierra counties, still continues,
pastry end most important of all
which about a dozen officers were
FAVOR 18 TO 1.
'
'
Special
Correspondence.
and will hold sessions the remainder
pood cbeer io greet
elected to feeless offices, prdmises to
you when jou
Wktrous. N. M.. July 23. The last
The management of the Mcintosh of this week. A total of thirty-fou- r
develop a legal contest fully as bitter
come tome lit your dinner. Try K.
as the contest which has been waged Browns has as yet secured no game teachers are in attendance, twenty-thre- quarterly conference for the conferEMPRESS FLOUR It the Empree ef
from Socorro county, eight from ence year at this place was held FriIn Bernalillo county the past
year for next Sunday, and unless Charlie
all others.
.
for the juicy Bernalillo county offices. Quler, James Cosgrove and some of Sierra county, one from Kansas City. day. Rev. Ed Le Breton, the pastor
Not
being discouraged by a turn- the
come to the rescue the Mo., and one from Mora county. New In charge of the Methodist Eplseopal
church, Bouth, here, renorted his
down which F. W. Myers and another fans are likely to draw another blank. Mexico.
At the opening of fhe Institute. church In good condition along all
of the defeated office seekers of the It seems that these blanks are comCarbon City received, when Judge Ab- ing all too frequently. There was an Hon. J. A. Torres, superintendent of lines; stating emphatically that all fWcoUa? Agent. AJbuqnerque, N. M.'
assessments
against
his
bott sustained fi. demurrer filed by the excuse for the Browns not having schools in Socorro county, called the inancial
attorneys of R. M. San Jule the newly games when they had no grounds, but meeting to order. On mxton
M. charge would be forthcoming at the
elected mayor of Gallup, thus throw- now that the grounds are to be had Lopez. Mr. Torres was elected chair- annual conference.
This Is Rev. le Breton's third year
ing out of court a petition for an in- there is no excuse for blanks. Those man of the Institute, and delivered an
junction, enjoining the newly elected of "the fans who have been putting up Interesting address to the teachers. at WatrouB and he is rniih in favor
officers from doing busiess, the defeat- their good money month after month Frank B. Garcia was elected perma- with his people.
And Careful Dispensing, go to
Rev. J. M. Sollie of Albuquerque
ed officers, through their attorney. E. for salaries ought to get something nent vice president of the institute,
W. Dolison". sought actlrn through a for their money. There is no excuse M. lxpez was elected permanent clerk preached here Sunday morning and
Busy Little Drag Store
The
petition for quo warranto proceedings for Albuquerque's baseball team draw- of the institute. Prof. C. M. Light was evening, to appreciative congregato be brought in the attorney gener-- . ing any blanks now. If they are not elected permanent Instructor for this tions.
at
Railroad Avenue
Wat rotig has been visited by copial's name. The attorney general has playing on the home grounds they session.
Prof. Hadley was present, at the sec- ous showers for some time past, and
granted the use of his name in such should be out playing on some outside
ond day's session, and delivered a very as a result the fertile valley surroundconnection, and yesterday Attorney grounds, advertising the town.
able address to the institute.
Dolon went before Judge J. R. McFie
He ing this place Is taking on the verdure
and secured the fallowing order:
Charlie Rhodes, known to the fans spoke of the immense good accom- greenness so beautiful to behold, so
In the Case of the Territory of New as "Dusty," for two years on the plished by these Institutes, now . it pleasing to th eyesight and so reMexico, County of McKinley, In the pitching staff of the Las Vegas Blues supported compulsory attendance, and munerative to the farmer.
District Court.
and last season and up until now on how the teachers should be constant
Beth Telephone.
117 West Railroad AveniM.
Territory of New Mexico, on relation the pitching staff of the Parsons, Kas., pupils. He was heartily applauded. ALLEGED MURDERER
in
Later
the
of F. W. Myers,
day
Prof. Hadley again
Preachers, in the Kansas State league
vs.
IT IS TIME TO SMOKE.
is climbing the baseball ladder with delivered a lecture, and afterwards
LANDED IN JAIL
E. M. San Jule, et a).
remarkable rapidity. "Dusty" has left was escorted from the Institute, beOrder.
the brush and for the remainder of ing held In the second ward school, as
Upon reading the motion of the at- the season at least will wear the suit far as the park, by the teachers and MAN WHO KILLED CASTILLO IS
It will It a pleasurable time if &
SUSPECTED OF HAVING BEEN A
torney general of the Territory
of of the St. Louis Cardinals. The price others In attendance.
WTilto Lily cigar is between
your
WHITECAP IN 1893.
The institute win continue in sesNew Mexico, it Is ordered that the at- paid for "Dusty" was $500,
he will sion
teeth, its aroma titillating your no.
the
torney general be, and ne hereby is, be a bargain even at that but
remainder of the week.
he can
Kamuido Sisneros, the man wh
trils. "Smoke up," but if you
given leave to file said information, keep up the lick he has beenif going
In
stabbed
and apparently murdered Jose
anything alout Teal smoking en)oyi
process
and that
issue requiring the the Kansas State league.
With MAJOR FOSTER WIRES
Castillo at San Mateo on Monday
said defendant to appear to answer "Dusty" in the box the Preachers
raent,' light up a fragrant Waite LUy,
night, was brought here last night and
said information on or before the 4th played winning ball all summer. In
and tall life worth living. Five cents
CONCERNING CAVALRYMAN lodged
the Bernalillo county jail by
day of August, A. D. 1906.
one series of four games that Rhodes
'
Deputy Sheriff Barela. His right hand
or 12 for a box of fifty.
Santa Fe, N. ..i., July 24, 19o0.
pitched one wag a no hit game, two
is
wounded
as
a
If
knife
bad
in
closed
NO
TRACE
OF
TWO SOLDIERS
JOHN R. McFIE,
others were shut-ou- t
games and he
it and in doubling up had cut the
WHO
Associate Justice of the Supreme won the fourth by a large margin.
DISAPPEARED
OTHER fleshy
part of it. He refuses to disHORSE
NOT
C urt of the Territory of New MexYET FOUND.
Though Rhodes is tiow in the major
cuss the tragedy and apparently Is as
ico, and Judge of the First Judicial league, local
fans will remember four
Chief of Police MeMillin today re- yet under the drunken stupor which
District Court thereof, acting for years ago when Albuquerque's Browns
113!, WEST RAILROAD AVKNUl
ceived a telegram relative to the two seemed to control him at the time
and on behalf of Hon. Ira A. Ab- hit him for twenty-on- e
one
. .wi
.
hits
in
av
alrvmt-Fifth
li.fr
hi
that
he
killed
r.
an1
Castillo.
was
The
knife
bott. Associate Justice of the Su- game before
Vegas could get bim of whose horses was found yesterday the ordinary pocket kind, with blades
preme Court of New Mexico, and out of
box. The onslaught hurt morning browsing on the fhesa
east about, live inches long. Castillo was
Judge of the Second Judicial Dis- "Dusty' the
'so bad that he went up into of the city, which reads:
stabbed in ihe left breast. It is more
trict, who is absent from said Ter- the grand stand
and cried. He took
Sergeant
Runyon
Private than likely that bond will be refused
ritory.
things to heart and always did his Brown. Fifth cavalry, and
l.ft In Albu- Sisneros should lie feel that he could
best, no matter whether his team was querque with two horses. No tfilfnpA fi,rr,I.K
... I.
t, ts.K f
,3 (I......I.I
ll,ril!ll MF IM"
i"l Ni.Tii nii,l , t,ni.ivu
winning.
losini?
or
To this character- of them yet. Try to locate them,
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL
douhtful.
istic and to the fact that he never
(Signed)
The alleged murderer is thought to
FOSTER.
The telephone makes the
The telephone preserves your
CASES IN COURT smoked or drank Charley Rhodes may
Major Fif'h Cavalry. have been one of the Whiteeaps who
attribute his success.
health, prolcngs your lift and
As yet Chief MeMillin
duties lighter, the caree less,
has not skilled Jerry Hickey in 1S'J3, which was
i race
succeeded in getMiig nu
f one of the most brutal murders ever
There were, on June 20, J'.tiiti, 3H3
protects your home.
worries
fewer.
and
the
Nash,
"Jack"
with Ias Vegas last either of the cavalrymen. H is
civil cases pending In ''he district year
committed in the territory.
and with Wichita, Kas., this seathat they turned their horses
court and 37 suits instituted during son, has
now "got his," and has writloose and deserted, but if this
the year, of a civil nature, f which ten
EW SHOW EVERY WEFK.
A
the
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
to Secretary Houston of the case, why the animals should was
separlttS were disposed of and 141 It ft
Browns
for a job.
All be wants is ate is a mystery, as on airy nurses
pending.
"Manager Davis, of the Penny ParThere were lul criminal cases pend- $125 and "find," and a ticket to come usually go in pairs.
South Second street, anIt Is now sui)ised that it was S. r- lor, IMC
ing in the district court on June 30, on. Apparently be doesn't want a job
very had
searu Kunyon's horse tint was found nounces a change of program, new
19H8. and 133 suits i:is:ltuted during
by Brad Smith Instead of the one be-- i pictures mid new songs every Saturthe year, of a criminal nature, of
El I'h-- o
The
Bankers
a
didn't
do
longing to Draughtsman Itallie Sny-- ' day morn ng. A whole fhiiw for a
which thirty-severesulted in con
victions, seventeen in acquittals, thir Ithing to the Grand Falls, Texas, team tier. An t ffon is tieini? inate to lo pi imy.
Finest Whiskies I
leen dismissed and two stricken from last Sunday. The score was 18 to 1 cale tile men
BANKRUPT TEA SALE.
the docket, wltn leave to reinstate in favor of ihe Financiers. It's strange
Tucunn ai i .e
says: Horace 65c lb pkg Boka Tea, now
Sixty-fou- r
Wines, Brandies. Etc. J
were pending at the end of 'that men representing money interests A. The
..35c
Lay, representing
.should favor such a ratio.
the Occidental1 35c
the fiscal year.
now
Tea,
BARNETT,
Boka
pkg
0
20c
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
Life Insurance company, headquarters
The above, facts have ben brought
at
Aa long at it
POOL ROOM FOR SALE .
in Albuquenne, was here several days
SAMPLE AND A
out by the deputy clerk, Miss Holm-quist- ,
F. F. TROTTER'S.
The
contents
of
the
pool
Club
room
and has done some business. The;
1
wno is n w compiling a report are now for sale. . splendid
o
Railroad
West
Avenue
2
CLUB ROOMS
business company, we are told, will have an! See the picnic basket In the Mcln.
for Governor Hagerman for use in bis opportunity.
See
Wm. Shaw. ;
nere to orK trils section of the tosh Hardware company's display
bciii
a.inuaJ report.
South Second s'ree:
country.
window.
well-know-

e
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ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
and Ranges.!

Agt. CHARTER OAK

well-to-d-
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For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
H7 Wst

The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT

at Globe, Ariz.,

yes-teri-

car'

A.

J. RICHARDS

Is

Convenience' - Comfort - Security

j

.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

-
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Officer Dudley, of the territorial
mounted police, passed through the
city last niht en route to Thoreau
from Santa Fe. where he was called
bv the illness of his kittle daughter.
Mr. Dudley is stationed at Thoreau
and has done some good work In that
district recently running down questo
tionable characters and lirlnirinn
justice law breakers.

:

.

'

informed Superintendent Arthur Trt'ifonl of the territorial prison
at Santa, Fe that Eusento Orona, convict No. ItiTti, who escuperi from the
penitentiary guards while at work on
the scenic highway, near l.as Vettas.
May lt, Umi5, Is in jail at that place
en a lesser charge In answer to a wire
Superintendent
from
Trelford, the
Uiobe officers said they would return
Orona to the prison at Santa Fe at
once. He was sent to the penitentiary
from Luna county to serve a term of
four years on a charge of larceny.

,

Snecial Sale of Flour

I
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The St. Elmo
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Y1 s the stck of High Grade Flour purchased
from clarkville
Co. at Less than cost,
to make room for our immense stock of Hay andProduce
Grain. You can make money by
purchasing a good supply of this Flour. Buy now.
as stock is limited and won't
last long at the price.
E. W. FEE, 602-60- 4
South First St,
Both Phones

0

TO THE

LADIES:
stj

Hot weather is here too warm to watb.
Shirt Waists and White Presses to us. We
rectly aud will deliver tbem to you In a nire
crushed or wrinkled. Dotnectic or glots fiD!tb.
Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 819; Colo, Red 148.

Jrcn. Send yonr
laundry them cor
Ui ttey U not b9

Imperial Laundry Co.

'
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interest In t ho east and middle cl. BLUEWATER LADIES
A HT
will nuereed Pr, Hlllls. and ho. In
turn, will le succeeded by Pr. J. Wil
AS BALL PLAYERS
bur Chapman, the noted evangelist.
F.
During the ame work President
1
THEY
IN
AND
W. Uunsaulus of Armour Institute, ON SUNDAY AFTERNOON
PLAYED THE MEN AND EASILY
Chicago, will deliver a series of lecby
tures, and he will be followed
DEFEATED THEM.
Hlshop John II. Vincent, Chancellor
To The Evening Citizen.
of Chautauqua.
Hluewater, N. M., July 21!. People
m 1
"
A. O. U. W. OPENS
'I "
of the cities often wonder how the
ANTONIO
SAN
AT
SESSIONS
Sun- -'
spend
their
people
plains
of
the
San Antonio, Tex.. July 25. The rini'H Hurwlnu ada n f:ilr Hnmule. The
They Differ From Roose- tenth
biennial state convention f the ladles of Hluewater challenged the!
Ancient Order of United Worklnsrmen gentlemen to a game of baseball.
Harmony hall, with Well, It was exciting to say the least.
Is at work at
velt
to What Is
representing The ladies proved they were not
about 15" delegates,
'''' V:
.....
VV
35ff
more than six thousand members In strangers to the game, as the score
Race Suicide.
In
attendance. stood ! to 4 In favor of the ladles at
all parts of the state
The convention will last three days the end of the .'inhlh inning. Mrs.
and a great deal of Importnnt busi Sproat, Miss June Fitzen and Miss
will have to he transacted In Stokes, a visitor from Kentucky, were
IT'S TOO MANY NOT TOO FEW ness
that time. All the officers of the. adepts at the game. (Ins Hansen, of
Texas grand lodge are present.
the engineer corps of the Santa Fe
railroad, when he found he was on the
If the few
Forest Citv. la . 7 I V
losing side, turned traitor in the third
doien old bachelors irl 'H maids
inning and Joined the ladies' side. Mr.
In
in
convention
todiy
here
mho met
Sproat. our genial operator, did splen-by
Issued
call
the
with
accordance
did service ns catcher.
The crack '
ClitHon .Merrick, cha'.nnan of the old Special Correspondence
teams
are miss.
know
they
what
dont
decidI
committer,
the
hi.
liachelors'
Kansas City, Mo., July 23. There Ing by not engaging his services.
ing voice, very few. if any. babies was a general upward tendency to tne After
he had attempted to catch three
The market last week, with a slight check
would be lorn in thu country.
or four balls and failed he got a water
conIs
odJem
of
ouo
-- '
'i.e
conveuion
Friday, net advance for the week of bucket and made very fair success.
V
glomerations that v: came together 5 to 2u cents covering all classes of As
for the pitcher, Bernard Hulsman,
in one place. Most f 'he members "f cattle. The supply today is 13.000
the well drilling corps, he can't be
the convention ure really old bach- cattle and 3,500 calves, the feature to of
beat. He first tried to kill the batters
elors and oll ni:iUJ. with all the
day being the big run of calves. Veals
then the catcher. Kenneth Mul- and freakish notions which sold higher last week, but prices on and
caught for the ladies. He did
holland
deapt
to
celilay
are
many yeurs of
them broke a quarter today on ac fairly
with two natives as back- velop In Individuals. ime of those count of the big run, Panhandle calves stops. well
Your
humble servant was urn- pronounced
so
present are not qul'e
selling at $5.50 today. The best fed plre. Harry Holt as first baseman
notions
and radical In their views and
steers are 10 to 15 cents higher than will never make a ball player. He
nd notions, and have probably been a week ago, top today $ti.lO for four couldn't stop a baker's wagon. The
.MISS ANNE IDE. daughter of the governor or the Philippines, whose
the
attracted more by curiosity and
loads, fed Colorados at $3.75 today, boys say the umpire decided against
engagement to Congressman Bourke Cockrau has just
announced.
cueap excursion rairj im ure lamvauo i(n(f Ix)ckhart steers $5.35 today, them unjustly
Cons
to
to
Exposition.
Milan
Represent
Simplon
Entrance
tructed
Tunnel.
have chullenged
They nu" on Bill Taffs now famous excursion to the Philippines
than by the desire to assist in launcn- - agaln8t 325 and $5.30 last Monday. the ladies for and
a return game next
un:o mw
Milan, Italy. July 24. Mil in is cele.
The mo.-- r im iisln g hulldinx of th
lug me movement
Fed Colorados topped the market two
Renpectfullv,
proposes to launch. At the days last week, and topped the mar Sundav in Gallup.
brating the completion of the Simplon fair is the palire ot fine arts
(!.
STORMS.
ALBERT
tunnel, running f r twelve miles
The nearby Providcicr building
opening if the convention Clinton ket for the week as well at $R.10.
through the Ai:s. by a great exposi fonh all re'st ng to insurance, coMerrick, who Is the leading spirit and Brandede cattle are selling closer to
LOSES
IN
HIS
LIFE
operative, savings, lisnks. societies ot
tion.
head of the meeting, welcomed the natives each year, when as well fin
THE RED RIVER.
The principal entrance to the expo- mutual aid and all lnsti-u- t ions for
bachelors and old maids present and ished, and the feeders in the corn
,
exThe other morning Sixto Cordova sition is designed as an exact repro-- the benefit of working people.
Nodelivered an address In which he
belt are recognizing this fact to a
plained the theories in support of greater extent each Beason. The large was drowned in Red river, near the ductlon of I he entrances of the tably, there is a record of fine benevwhich the convention had been called. sums expended by the western ranch- fruit ranch of M. W. Mills, southeast Simplon tunnel in 'Mt. Ione. Just olent work on the part of Italian
He attacked the theory of race sui- men In breeding up their herds meets of Springer. According to the latest within the entrance there is an exhibit women.
by President an Increasing
In
cide as Interpreted
second section of the fair
reward every year, information, his body has not yet been of how the. tunnel was built. WorkKoosevelt, and maintained that race many Illinois. Iowa and Missouri feed- fund. He was a young man about men ply pickaxes, great machines drill a superb marine palace lifts high a
IS
years of age. and at the time of land at on oolnt hoilinu water, rush- - light hoiioe tower by whose lantern
suicide really did not consist In the ers now refusing to feed HnythinR
'
birth of too few, but in the birth of but the high grade western branded his dath was in the employ of M. W. ing in with violence, ha put a tem- tht whole park Is irluminated. Within. England, Germany and Paly tell
too many children. He entered into a steers. What was formerly a mark of Mills. He attempted to cross the1 porary end t the proceedings.
Electricity lights the visitor, per- the silent st ry of their navies,
lengthy discussion of the question and condemnation has come to be a sign swollen stTeam on horseback, and
by mitting him to stumble along on real through models, cannon, guns, flags
both were carried down stream
was entnusiasucaiiy appiauaea uy
of Bneclal nierlt
,Stocker and feeder the
angry waters, the horse finally' rocks, start back wt piles of dynamite, ami all things nautical.
meeting.
Itrade is slill of small dimensions, as getting
out, but Cordova did not. At! to realize, in absolute detail, the labor
.
The chief American displays are
There was soita disappointment L,.kpp, .,,.., -- ,,
n ,ha
account the search for his body which was necessary to cut through in the workers' hall, consisting of
that President Roosevelt had not ac- grass cattle now coming at $4.ou to last
the Alps.
machinei'v exhibits.
cepted the challenge of the commit- $d.00, prices unchanged on stockers was so far fruitless.
tee to debate the race suicide question and feeders at $3.25 to $4.50, a few
with the old maids and bachelors. common ones at $2.50 to $3.2".. Pan
The meeting Intends to form a perm handle cows sold at $2.75 to 2.90
anent organization and to nominate a today.
complete state ticket ou the platform
The packers' long contention that
advocating race suicide as condemned mutton prices were too high turned
by President Roosevelt.
out to be true last week and today.
The run was 26,000 last week, 3,500
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
GATHER IN NEW YORK today, not any too many for the needs
here, hut bad demand from consum
. .r
TKj-- .
r. v
i
.ill
... -- u.,
...merov..
j
8lipple8 0 mut.
center8 an(j hea
Pythias
parts
of
from
all
of
Knihts
ton east have put the JJii,
fighting imple
an
the
attend
here
are
to
state
the
ments into the hands of the buyers
York
New
tbe
of
nual convention
lately. Arizona lambs Bold at $7.10
branch of the order. The attendance and $7.15 today, 63 to 67 pounds, about
large,
unusually
and
is
the three the same class of lambs that have
days' session promises to be very been selling at $7.50
to $7.75. YearWednesday
has been set lings would brine $5.50 to $6.00. weth
successful.
day,
and the ers $5.25 to $5.60, ewes $4.75 to $5.25.
aside as uniform rank
THE
itrire drills and parade will be held There Is quite a demand for stock
on that day.
and feeding sheep at $4.00 to $4.65, a
big band at the latter price Thurs
BUILDING AND LOAN
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
day.
Prices are still remunerative.
MEN IN SESSION and some
traders believe they will
Cincinnati, O., July 25. The annual gradually work
upwards again, as
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
convention of the United States packers have not been able to hold
Building
league of Local
and Ioan them down very long at a time for
asociationa opened yesterday, with quite a long time.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marquette
a large attendance. The headquarters
sesis at the Burnett house, and the
STOCK SALES
sions of the executive committee and
or the convention proper will be held
Kansas City, July 23. Some sales
n the convention hall of the hotel.
An elaborate program has been pre of western cattle here this week:
L. S. Amett, Oxford, Neb.. 53 fed
pared for the entertainment of the
evening Colorados, 1.373 pounds, $6.10; 57 fad
visiting
delegates.
.Last
there was a feite at Chester; this Colorados, 1,384 pounds. $6.00.
Face-Forwarvc ning a banquet at the Zoo and on
Owner, Kas.. 78 fed Colorados, l,4til
d
Thursday evening a Unat ride t.o pounds, $5.95; 14ti fed Colorados, 1.190
pounds, $3.75; 81 fed Colorados, 1,008
Coney Island.
pounds, $5.35: 83 fed Colorados. 1,384
PROPOSED LIBRARY OF
poutids, $5.40.
DRAMATIC LITERATURE
Ijockhart L. S. Co., Sugar Ciry.
New York, July 25 The success Colo.. 104 killers, 1,227 pounds. $5.30;
of
with which the firat of the series
68 killers. 1.234 pounds. $5.40.
ttcven performances met which the
Comer & Cox, Lamar, Colo., 83 kill- arranged
Green Room club has
for ers, 1,384 pounds, $5.40
W. C. Rynearson. Hlggins Texas,
tne benent or tne proposed library
Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
of dramatic literature t be Installed 58 calves. 158 pounds. $6.25:
cows.
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
In the new club house of the Green 781 pounds. $2.90.
Jtooni club has encouaged the latter
G. W Slagle, Hereford, Texas, 47
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with joint
and the hope is entertained that the calve3. 192 pounds, $5.75.
ageut at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A foe of 50 cents
performances whlh are tobe given
L. A. Arnold, Hereford. Texas. 58
will be charged for this extension. For full particuIn a number of the. large cities of the calves, 203 pounds, $5.75.
lars ask The Man at ticket window.
Some sales of western sheep and
cabt will enable tbe club to realize a
sum sufficient for purchasing a good lambs at Kansas City this week:
T. M. PURDY, Agent.
Monday, July 16.
foundation for the library, which is
to be the most complete library of Campbell & Francis, Flagstaff. Ariz..
1,864 lambs, 65 pounds. $7.75.
its kind In this country.
W. Mclntire, Flagstaff, Ariz.. 1,001
ADMIRAL BRADFORD
wethers, 100 pounds, $6.00.
ON RETIRED LIST
Mrs. Roosevelt's average vacation day at Oy:er Bay is a busy one, because she Is a good housewife.
She
A. J. Anderson, Sanderson, Texas,
Washington, D. C, July 25. Rear 604 wethers. 101 pounds. $5.50.
oversees aH the food that goes to the dining room, and therefore she is up and in the kitchen at 6:30 a. m. AAdmiral Royal B. Bradford, in com
fter breakfast, however, she is out of doors. She never fails to pay a visit to. the stables to pet Mollie, her riding
Tuesday, July 17.
mand of the Third squadron of the
mare.
Mrs. Roosevelt has a beautiful garden at Oyster Bay, and an hour is spent working midst the flowers.
M. F. Lovelace. Corona. N. M.. 934
placed
been
North Atlantic fleet, has
A tour of inspection among the house servants follows, and very frequently the first lady of the land goes to
wethers, 94 pounds. $5.65
Tipou mo reurea usu
to uio
W. R. Ixvelace, Corona. N.'M., 9C3 the kitchen to make, with her own hands, a pie or cake, which is a favorite with Mr. Roosevelt or the children.
Mrs. Roosevelt darns the boys' stockings herseif. She is charitable, and is often seen of an afternoon carrying a
iasi command Jiumirai urauiuru w wethers, 101 pounds, $3.55
cniet ot tne nureau oi equipment in w L Booth, Arizona, 1,211 wethers
basket Into the house of some poor family. One of her regular afternoon pleasures Is a horseback ride with the
i
uuuspiuuuus
president. All the members of the family are expected to be present at dinner, and Mrs. Roosevelt says grace.
uuiiiik iuo otiauiou- jg7 pounds $5.80.
American war Dy deiying tno tnreata
Campbell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
Between the Great Southwest and Kana City, St. Lou it, Chicago,
comf the coal trust, which tried to
h35l iambs, 63 pounds. $7.65; 3,241
and all points North and East by the
vvi uiui iu octeyi xuv tug buu uuoi yearlings, 67 pounds, $6.15
wnicn me trust inea to unioaa upon
E. l. Ryani Montrose, Colo., 5S4
luo nary ucparuuicui. iu
Iambs, 67 pounds. $7.75
the trust tried to nave Aamirai
Wednesday, July 18.
1,985
uraaiora snipped to tne rniuppines.
Staats & V.. Provo, Utah
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
fcut President MCKimey stood ue.nina feeders, 81 pounds, $4.65.
Mm.
Campbell& Francis, Flagstaff, 1,11
trains daily, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation dirt
ewes, 91 pounds, $3.10.
Ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
ASSOCIATION
FIREMEN'S
Thursday, July 19.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
AT
BROCKPORT
MEETS
Campbell & Francis. Flagstaff. 229
July 25. The lambs, 63 pounds,
Brockport, N. Y
$7.50; 224 ewes,
seventeenth annual convention of the pounds, $j.10.
Western New York Firemen's associ
Friday. July 20. '
For full particulars see any agent, or address
ation, which comprises the volunteer
C. H. Means. Arizona, 955 mixed
opened
companies
of ten counties,
fire
pounds, $5.00.
V.
yesterday
with an attendance of
e
twenty-fivuniformed
more than
Gen. Pa3. Agent.
General Agent.
companies from all parts of the west OTtRO DEMOCRATS
EL
PASO,
TEXAS.
in district. Today will be devoted
PUT OUT TICKETS
to the transaction ot business, while
tomorrow the grand parade will be
lield, followed by the various prize
At a convention In Alamogordo Sat
contests, drills, races, etc., for which urday afternoon the following ticket
'io Interesting program has provided. was chosen to represent the democ
It Is expected that fully fifty uni- racy of Otero county at the November
formed companies will be In the
election:
and many of them will take part
For Sheriff H. M. Denney, of
it: the contests and races.
Cloudcroft.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
For Treasurer C. E. Reasley, of
DVIGHT HILLIS WILL
paasenger and freight service. Steamship UckeU to all paru
Mountain
Park.
Fast
TALK FIVE TIMES
of the World.
For Clerk J. M. Walker, of Moun
Chautauqua, N. Y., July 25. The tain Park.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft loutbwestera.
assembly has opened
'biutaug.ua
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
For Assessor Will H. Pelphrey. of
liere for the season with the most Alamogordo.
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
CALIFORNIA
BEACH,
CORONADO
The
Haltering promise of success.
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
For Probate Judge Nicholas Sals
ANY
ASK
Special attention given to handling of pussengers and freight
jiri.gram is unusually interesting and of Tularosa
attractive and includes lectures and
Send your freight via the Chicago, Uock Island ft Pacific railFor Commissioner, First District
B
vacation.
your
Furnished
P3T
summer
and
spend
to
tents
place
1
A
delightful
way, via Torrance, N. M.
heimous by u number of the most George P.. Glisscn. of Alamogordo.
,
cook-inodo
You
may
your own
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates.
Your business respectfully solicited. .
Tromlnent clergymen of the country
For Commissioner, Second District
Newell Pwight Hlllis, formerly
J. L. Johnson, of Tularosa.
B. JRIMSHAW.
W. H. ANDREWS,
lr.
meals
the
your
restaurant.
at
et
can
or
you
of Chicago and now of llrooklyn, who
For Superintendent of Schools J.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. rfgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
4ijeinxl his course of sermons and J. Grldunbring, of Alamogordo.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Trees.
on Sunday last, is on the
There is no candidate on the ticket
A. L. GRIM3HAW,
J. P. LYNG.
: r
a.ro-five afternoon lectures, for the Itice of county surveyor, 4ut
Traveling Frt. and Pass. A- City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
'' r.r--'here until next Sun the vacaucy will be filled by thecoun.and
fares,
,
railroad
for
tecrarding
etc.
and
rates
tents
For information
SANTA FE, N. M.
:. ths following weeKWy
GENERAL OFFICES
lny
central committee.
or London, wnose
!r. : j.
Iccti::.i great deal of I Try a Citizen want advertisement.
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'By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them" I
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SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

National League.

Durinjt 'ne summer month if
refrigerator, one that
a Rood
really preserver things, and
does not require much Ice,
either. All these, ami other essentials, are found In the

mmm

BALDWIN

At Pittsburir

K. H. E.

Tittf-bur-

4

s

1

New York

0

7

1

Batteries: ,eever anil Oihsnn Mc- Ginnfty, Ames and Bresnahan.
i
At Cincinnati
R. H. E,
8 4
Cincinnati
.4
3
9 0
Philadelphia
Batteries: Wicker. Schkl and Uv- incston; Dngelebv and iHwin.

DRY AIR

REFRIGERATORS.
Can and let us show yn Its
advantages.

At St Lot-iSt. Ixmis
Boston

R. H. E.

s

it

4

0

1

4

3

n
Batteries: Kinder and Grady:
and O'Neill.
At Chicaco
K. !1. E.
.1
Chicago
3
Brooklyn
1012 2
l.tuidg-renUaiteries:
Rhetiibach
and Kline; Hason and Rltter.
American League.
J.ind-ama-

J. D. EMMONS
The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

Both

'phone,

At New York

R.

Detroit

Ill

Whitney

Fisher

Joe Schmnt . . .
.1. K. Hartline
.
George Konlg . .
John ClarK
M. Riney
E. H. Pry ant . . .
A. W. Druglas .
Bob. B. Blandin
Fred Nuanes . . .

Cniad S'unipf

H.E.
7

Guarantee

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
C. W.
W. R.

i!

.

Go.

I3.ihi0.00. .Total disability; Con. Engr., Helen.
1,500.00.
Engineer. San Marclal.
MS. T5. . Accident ;
Brewer, Albuquerque.
H0.0O. .Typhoid; R. H. foreman, Gallup.
.

Accident;

Iumper, Gallup.

.Typhoid;

145.70

Machinist,

00000CXD00CfO0

...

ii- ..n
itm io prices,
luuy
pruireu yuu --aa-. io qunni.
ycu Can't rbeat OUT On tbe
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands 0f skilled men and Is equipped 1tn
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing
' upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

.

1.500.00. .Death; laborer, Santa Rita.
aO.iiii.. Pleurisy; Mine Sii'pt., Santa Rita!
30.00. .Accident.; Engineer,
Albuquerque.
214.28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque

Albuquerque.

.

.

Aibuquerque Carriage Co

22.50. .Typhoid: Car repairer, Barelas.
2.01". 1t. .Iieath; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.

J

Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
closed fon. r pairs. E. Hen- New York
Auto. Phone
Mullin
Batteries:
Eubanks and
nery, superintendent, states that in a
few weeks the elevator will lie ready Warner: Newton and Klelnow.
R. H.E.
At Washington
t j handle SM.iioO bushels of grain.
A
3
3
3
year ago the Santa Ke completed a Washington ... A
Don't Ba Backward.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
o
9 o
Louis
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
new elevator one and one-hal- f
miles St.Batteries:
Smith
Wakefield;
and
LIVERY,
and
Stomach
SALE, FEED AND TRANSsample
of
Chamberlain's
t
west of Argentine.
cost $40u,000. Howell
and Spencer.
FER STABLES, .
Liver Tablet. Wo are glad to give
Its capacity Is l,500,ono bushels.
R. H. E. them to anyone who Is troubled with Horses and Mules Bought and ExAt Philadelphia
. .
t;
1
1
Harvey Eversole has been apointel Chicago
changed.
biliousness, constipation, or any dis7 12
2 order of the stomach. Many have been BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CHTY
'traveling freight agent for the SJith-- ! Philadelphia
Batteries:
Patterson
and Isbell; permanently cured by their use. For Second Street, between Railroad and
em district of the Santa Fe road,
CARRIZOZO TO REPLACE
Oklahoma Ciy, Bender and Pchreck. sale by all dn ggists.
Coppei Avenue.
ALAMO AS TERMINAL with headquarters at
R. H. E.
At Boston
JW. Glasgow .re- Work definitely commenced this! signed. He '
Rogers
Now that Hen
and Win.
Jt
5
0
Boston
ELITE tAFE
week proves what has long been ru1
7
4 Rockefeller have resigned as trustees
Cleveland
mored that Alamogordo will soon
The fastest growing portions of
Batteries: Young and Armstrong; of the Mutual Life, there'll .o a few
GOOD
cease to be a terminal on the eastern Vpnr
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
u
a Inn a ih ltnna rf the Joss and Buelow.
people who'll htlleve New York's new
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
division of the El Paso Sout h western, npw ralroa(l8i outside of two orthree
game
R. H. E. insurance laws are all right.
Second
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
and that CarrtAizo will be the new of the odefit ,own8 amj ne Rock Ig. Boston
9 12 2
Twenty Year Cattle.
terminal, says the El Taso Herald. . . ,aru, ,8 takln? a leading part In the Cleveland
2
7
8
was a loser In a twenty year batWork started yesterday
at both development of the country
atteries: Tannehill and Peterson; tle-"I with
chronic piles and malignant
and Alamogordo shows that!,,,,,, to 1(g ne8
Rhoades
Buelow.
and
sores, until I tried Bueklen's Arnica
the change Is to be made and that as ;
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN NG X
Western League.
soon
as possible
At Alamogordo
which turned the tide, by curPaul Sherman, who has been In, tne
Y
At Omaha
R. H. E. Salve:
7 ho
THORNTON
ing
remains,"
both,
a
not
till
trace
yesterday
teargeneral
workmen
superintendent of Omaha
office of the
commenced
1
5
4
Cleans everything.
He Is the X
M. Bruce, of Farmvllle, Ya.
A.
writes
ing down the roundhouse in prepar- - the Santa Fe at Topeka the past three Dps Moines
15 20 2
Moving, pack V
Furniture Man.
Cuts. Burns nd
ation. It Is said, for moving it to Car- - years has accepted a position as car
Batteries: Corns, Morrison, Nelson Best for old Ulcers, druggists.
Ing and shipping, unpacking and T
25c
Wounds.
all
at
place
K. and Gonding; Manske and Dexter.
W.
a tracer wlh Superintendent
rizozo, while at the latter
setting up, and Is no upstart at V
o
grading outfit is at work leveling offiEtter. on ithe Rio Grande division at
At Lincoln
H. H. E.
the business. There la no other
daughter
A New
York
banker's
necessary
side tracks, San Marclal, N. M.
the land for the
Lincoln
5 it) l told a reporter she dressed on $100,-00- 0
Just Thornton. Botl 'Phones.
"
buildings, etc., necessary for the ter- Pueblo
3
3 io
737 South Walter 8treet.
a year,
that It kept her busy
Mrs. Mary Anne Marks, mother of
minal.
Batteries': Zackert and Zinhaii; M- But think ofbuthow
busy It keeps her
By the change the eastern division S. C. Marks, superintendent of the El inor, Morgan and
Rennkker.
father.
will be divided into two runs, almost Paso division of the G H. & S. A.,
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
at her home In El Paso Monday Sioux
exactly of the same length, while for- 1
City
A Trag'c Finish.
4 12
merly they were of very unequal size afternoon after a protracted Illness of Denver
u o
A watchman's
neglect permitted a PAINTS,
.3
years.
years
67
was
several
OILS. VARNISHES AND
Deceased
Under the old arrangement AlamoEn-gBatteries:
leak in the great North Sea dyke,
Patterson
anil
Hess;
age
In
city
of
and had lived
BRUSHES.
for
gordo at the end of. the first half of
that
stopZahisky.
whU?h
a
finger
and
could have
child's
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
the 'run to Santa Rosa was only 86 the last twelve year with her son.
ped, to become a ruinous break, de- Dustej-s- ,
Whips,
etc. Pal
Oils,
Axle
miles from El Paso, while the latter
American
Association
Holan
vastating
province
of
entire
Work wi.l soon begin on the extenyears and
metto
Roof
five
Paint;
lasts
half of the run was 192 miles in sion
At
game:
Milwaukee
First
r.
manner
In
land.
like
Kenneth
of the Dfnver, Enid & Gulf road, Milwaukee
stops
length, making a very unequal distri- recently
ji
of a.iceboro. Me., permitted a Pelts. leaks. Caa paid for Hides and
purchased by the Santa Fe.
bution of the distance between El running from
Iouisvllle
a
go
little
to
cold
unnoticed until
Kiowa, Kan., to Dodge
AVENUE.
Paso and Santa Rosa.
Second game
tragic finish was only averted by Dr. 408 WEST RAILROAD
City.
where connection will be Milwaukee
Under the contemplated arrange- made Kan.,
4 King's New
Discovery.
He writes:
Englewood
A
with
line.
the
ment Carrizozo, marking the end of charter was recently Issued
3 "Three doctors gave me up to die of
THIRD STREET
T.o
the first run, will be 144 miles from peka for tne building of this atexten
At St. Paul
lung Inflammation, caused by a neEl Paso, while from CarrisSozo to SanSt. Paul
3 glected cold: But Dr.
King's New
13,00(1.000 capital stock
ta Rosa, the end of the eastern divl- - sion, with
Columbus
2 Discovery
my life."
Guarsaved
sion, will be 131. thus making the dl- At Kansas City
Tne Satlta Fe cut.0ff offices of the
anteed best cough and cold cure, at All Kinda of Fresh and Salt Meats,
visions almost exactly the same Lantry-Shar- p
Kansas
City
3
1.00.
druggists.
all
50c and
Trial
Construction company
Steam Sausage Factory.
length.
2 bottle free.
nave been moved from Belen to Epris. Toledo
. .
Minneapolis
At
fiEMIL KLEINWORT.
company has
;Tne
:
n
And you have been In this country Masonic Building, North Third Street.
SOUTHER.N PAC K iCS
Ished its work on the Belen end of ,YIIU!lt'HIOJlS
Why you
fi only one year, professor?
Is now giving Its en- - Indianapolis
f, RECEIPTS. the cut-oJulius Kruttschnltt. chief operating tire attcntlonandto the ponetion of the
speak our language like a native."
nd maintenance official of the Har-- Texlco end
Thank you, but you flatter me. 1
,g a 8n)a)1
,ace Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
riman roads who Is in San Francisco on the cut.off ,ust p8t of lhe
have not yet learned the slang."
Conviction.
k
THE CELEBRATED
presem. MH uau a preniiiiiiarjr
vW MptI tfnatern -- r,;-r
Old Chronic Bores,
When Maxim, the famous gun instatement, prepared oi the gross reAs a dressing for old chronic sores
ceipts of the South Pacific company
A new floor is being put In the local ventor, placed nis gun before a comfor the fiscal year ending June 30 machine shops by a gang of workmen mittee of judges, he stated its carry- there Is nothing so good as Chamberlast, which Includes J(he first two under D. A. Shope. superintendent of ing power to be much below what he lain's Salve. While It is not advisable
Humus Him a nan lunumiig uib rwn Driages ana buildings on the Albu-Th- e felt sure the gun would accomplish. to heal old sores entirely, they should
In good condition, for which
fire.
Francisco
The figures show ouermie-WlnsIodivision.
lum- - The result of the trial therefore was be kept
iiuo.iiuu.miu or gross income, making ber being used Is three-inc- h
Oregon a great surprise, instead of disap- this salve is especially valuable. For
the Southern Pacific in that respect pine. The improvement Is a needed pointment, it Is the same with the sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
the second greatest railroad com- - one which has been sought after by manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic no superior, For sale by all
pany in the United States. The Penn-- Master Mechanic Hicks for some time Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
Bottled In Bond.
do net pnbncly Ipoast of all this remsylvanla comes first. These Southern past.
See
In
picnic
the
Mcln
baskets
the
edy
will
accomplish, but prefer to let
Pacific figures are considered by the1
the users make the statements. What tosh Hardware company's display
officials a pertinent comment on thej The apparently labor and time
TheGeo.T.
condition
of California Ing move of the Santa Fe in running they do claim is that it will positively window.
cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
and the other states and territories passenger engines through from
Distillers.
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
buquerque to Wlnslow without a stomach and bowels, and has never
to the company.
FRANKFORT, KT.
been known to fail. For sale by all
change Is not approved of by the
The undersigned
Is prepared
to
gineers and firemen, and a kick has druggists.
IN TEXAS
make trips to and from the celebrato
MUST TAKE OUT CHARTER. Pone forth to the company to have
ed JEM EZ HOT SPRINGS. Anv in- "Do you shave yourself?"
Attorney General Davidson of Texas, the division put back on the old sys-hMEUNI & EAKIN
'Of course. Whom do you suppose formation desired can be secured
rendered an opinion 4 hat a cor-- j tern of changing engineers and
from
George
Moore,
113
I
No.
H.
West
Sole Agents.
would shave?"
which Is chartered under the men at Gallup. The men claim that
Railroad avenue.
e
run is too strenuous for one crew,
laws of any "ther state cannot
Albuquerqum, M. M.
Chicago
running
Is
man
who
That
T.
JOHNSTON,
JAMES
gage in the work of constructing rail-- Although no official orders have been
Automatic Phone, 199.
the country begging federal!
o
roads in 'l exas, even If it has a permit received at the local offices to the around
iput
him
officials
to
penitentiary,
the
in
MERCHANT TAILORING
to do business In the state. The effect that the division is to go back must be a
millionaire.
t
opinion was directed at the Rock on the old system, the men claim
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
their kick has brought about the
Island Construc'lon company, an
RIONEKR BAHCHY
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMlahoma corporation, wliich has the! desired result,
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
contract to build the Texas, New
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Only 82 Years Old.
Mexico & Pacific railroad.
In order
and CURE
LUNC8
My merchant tailoring snop Is upto conform to the attorney general's
"I am onlv 82 years old and don't
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
opinion f.iis company has taken out expect even when I get to be real old
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
WITH
a Texas charter.
to feel that way as long as I can get
We desire patronage and we guarthe public. All work guaranteed first-clasElectric Itters," said Mrs. E. H. Brun-soantee first class baking.
as I have had fifteen years' ex- 207
RAILROAD EARNINGS HAVE
of Dublin. Ga.
Surely there's!
South First Street, Albuquerque.
perience in the business. Suits made
BROKEN LAST SIX MONTHS. nothing else keeps Mie old as young
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ano
The last .ialf of the fiscal year that and makes the weak as strong as this
TOT I o Git API
repaired. The specific I use will not
closed June 30 was a remarkable one grand medicine.
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
Dyspepsia, torpid
Injure
garments
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay.
tbe cloth. Ladles'
EOctfl.OO
for railroad earnings. They were; liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic!
OUGHtasi
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Grain and Fuel.
OLDS
Free Trial.
usually large 1n all sections ft the constitpation are unknown after tak- -'
to order. Give me a trial.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
country, many high record being bro-- i ing Electric Bitters a reasonable time
O- BAMBINI.
Bureat and UuicJteat Cure for all
and Cigars. Place your orders for
ken. Of an 'he railroads, however, Suranteed by all druggists.' Price 50c!
THROAT and LUNG TROUBthis line with ua.
the six forming the Pacific coast;
o
A
Citizen
good
is
ad
a
Classified
LES, or MONET BACK.
proup sh wed the largest
returns. A Citizen Want ad dots the work.
21S
inveti'iiient.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
This group, comprising the Santa Fe,
the Union and Southern Pacific, the.
Great Northern. Northern Pacific and'
wmwav
Canadian Pac!flc, earned In their last
fiscal year the sum of $420,813,000 in,
eross, or an HVfraKe of
:tr.5n
each.
Is now

WITH EVERY VEMI
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
toners of defective
material or workman- fthip will be made rood
without expense totbi
(wDr, Irrespective of.

.Iath:

50.IN).

ni5 ouuim

1

Albuquerque

Foundry and
m.

MALL,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber CarptkafUan
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Froau
for
Buildings.
Bmpalr on Mining mnd mill Machinery o
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albaqiortaa. H.
-

RAILROAD

pcr

TOPICS
occooooooo4coo

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

-

G? nral BgilJlng ScppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt

contigu-Carrizoz-

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

Crr

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

XXXXXXXXXX4

It quality
and price It

Thos. F. Keleher

yon
what
want,

we ask
that you give
us a onance
to figure wit

le

you.

Me-Ive-

Meat Market

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albngnergne

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF

At Consistent
Prices

j

COMMERCE-

j

-

w

o

ff

jris

y.y

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

w

1

StaggCo.

F. G. PRATT

& CO.

OCOCOCOCOOOOCXXXXJCOCOOCO

SCREEN TIME

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heck In & Co.'s Coffees,

Granite Flour.

.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANIN6

MILL

oooococxxxxyxxxjcxDoocooooS

Staple and Fancy

MAUGEP
VJOOL
Maucer

W. E.

Groceries.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.

la

Best on
with

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

a

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

'

as

en-ith-

1

RANKIN & CO.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATfe,
LOANS.
'
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Furniture packed end crated; gaso
line and gaa stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, 8outh
Third street.

T, Am

UP TO DATE SIGNS

Ok-th-

KILL the COUCH

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery

208 WEST SILVER

0. W. Strong's Sons

the

n.

nit

INSURANCE.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

ut

UONUMENTB
201-21- 1

N. 8econd 8L, Both Phones.

.rWw

M

ERAKEMAN,

HEIR TO $500,000.
NOT YET LOCATED.
A number of detectives are searching Texas and Mexico for William
White, a railroad brakeman, who is
hfir to $5" ti.oon It f: him by a m ar relative who recently died at St. Joseph,
Mo.
White went to Mexlcj a few
months itto and worked on "one of

'he rallroal. there, but suddenly

Located on the Belen

dis-

SHOWN

s

Master Mechanic Wall, of the Wln-flushops, has returne,) home after
a short visit in Albuquerque with
Master Mechanic I. L. Hicks.
vi

L. L. Bean, superintended! of machinery on the Santa Fe coast lines,
arrived from the west this morning
.uid Is spending: the day making a
i:ici,i inspection a of the local shops.
At an expenditure
of more than
in.iii.ii, ihe old San'3 Fe elevator "in
'
thai company's yards at Argentine,
Kan., is being
The plant

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ana
All Klnos of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wtu
ington avenue, Aibuquerque, N. M

q

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Santa

F"e

Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
1,W
and reid:-ncIHOO; ebrrcbee,
al
reaiei
etc. Belen is the

Of

.

--

M.

Belen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

CASUALTIES

IN A BULLETIN.
The accident bulletin, which has
l
the Interstate
jut been issued
ommerce
commission
for three
31.
einlinj;
Marcn
moirhs,
1!i.h. shows
the total number of casualties to
and employes to b IS. :.".,
H.lL'O killed and 17.1 M Injured.) The
number f passengers and employes
billed in train accidents was '74.
The total number of collisions and
1 ,H J 1
wjs 3.4!i,
derailments
and l.oii'. derailment), of
wliich .kit collisions and 17 derailments affected passenger trains.

avenue.

.

Mr

.23?

Secretary Mutual Building Assoc!
tion. Office at 217 West RallxoM

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

appeared, and all efforts to locate him
have failni.
RAILROAD

GO MM IE

n

AVE.

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

215-217

'

Lucero

J'

e

Cotci-erci-

LL

Tit

o.

ioti, t!se :ixl42 feet, laid out w:th rc-- .d
0 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade trees; pabU
eeet-sooi
club; a population Cf 1.E00
;
largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 16 barrels dally; large winery; Uree aotels.
!srrpolrt fcr ;ol, cur, wtesi.
ine, beam and hay lo Central New Mexico. He importance as a great commercial railroad city lathe near future cattot
estimate
70-fo-

-

it-r'n-

g

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL

Nfi FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 6ANTA FE ROUTE

lota cfered r
n the Cfnttr of tts e!tr, well traced, (many cf them Improved by cultivation)
e.
o4 yard, drei star
f
Also a
barrens step, ete ,
modem hotel.

;

W.LL

GO OVER

ao tacd or jrsvel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND
We need a

frat-clai-

s

WET. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe ho ate Jeweler. plombiBi

o.

tc

Miu,

Srst-e'ak-

r,UR PRICES CF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
AFFLY AT ONCE FOR MAF AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President.

Secretary

r'

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

some information concerning)
disappearance of the missing'
ropfrs. He could give no definite
reasons for their disappearance, ami
It Is thought that tne men may have
met wttn foul play.
Colonel t. K. H. Sellers returned!
last evening, accompanied by his fam- I'.v, fr Tn the Jemc,, springs, where)
ie has been rusticating for the past
three weeks, bringing with him tales;
of enormous trout caught by himself,
and narrow escapes from arrest, he
being mistaken for a "hobo," owing
to the three-weekhlrsuit growth
upon his fa.ee.
Henry Bonem. the leading general
merchant of San Marcial, was In the
elly bftwwn trains yesrday, en
r. ute to Chicago
where ho goes to
buy goods.
Mr. Bonem says that buying goods
the eastern wholesale
houses uabies him f ' sell at least 10
per cent c.ieapcr than if h? inad- - nl?
purchaser, from tr.vi.r s.lcmtn. It
also enable, hitr. t nal
Letter selections. He ex.ect. t
be . ent
from t!ie territor- - about tw. weeks.
Mrs. Kiatlierlne Sleight, before a
large audience In the Lead Avenue
Methodist church lasi evening won
the matrons' oratorical contest for
the Women's Christian Temperance
Union medal. There were nine contestants, each receiving merited and
generous applause for their efforts.
The speaker's subject In each Instance
was of a temperance nature.
Music
was rendered during the contest, and
a collection was taken, which resulted In a tidy sum being realized by the
Women's Christian Temperance Union
ladies, to be devoted to temperance
work.
Mrs. B. W. McCausland. who came
in the other day from I.os Angeles,
expecting to meet here her husband
from Chinuahua. Mexico, is growing a
little bit, anxious over Ms absence.
Mr. McCausland telegraphed ..is wife
last Saturday that he would leave
Sunday for tills city, but as yet he has
not pUL in an appearance. Whiie she
does not think that anything of a serious nature has happened la- her husband, still she is uneasy, and today
wired to El Paso In the hope of locating him. Mr. McCausland is a
mine operator located near Chihuahua,
Mexico. Ihey reside In Chicago.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25,

19oe

Klean

the

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

1

DAY AND WEATHER.

Partly cloudy tonight and Thura-day- .
showeri and
with scattered

thunderstorm.

Reliable Shoes For Children

Q

--WE PAY THE SAME ATTENTION
TO STYLE AND FINISH IN OUR
CHILDREN'S SHOES AS WE DO TO
OCR FOOTWEAR FOR GROWN-U-

PEOPLE.

THE

KNOWING THAT

YOUNGSTERS
ARB EXTRA HARD
ON SHOES, WE AJLOW ONLY THE

STRONGEST MATERIALS TO BE
IS ED IN THEIR CONSTRUCTION,
AND BESIDES THIS, ARB PARTICULARLY
CAREFUL TO SELECT
SUCH LASTS AS WILL KEEP THE
CHILD'S FOOT FREE FROM CORNS.
THIS INSURES YOU THE BEST IN
FIT, WEAR AND STYLE, FOR

V

YOUR MONEY.

GIRL'S SHOES. VICI KID, BOX
CALF .OR PATENT KID..$1 to $2.25
BOY'S SHOES, BOX CALF, VICI KID
$1.25 to $2.50
OR PATENT COLT

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter'i
grocery atore, are aure to bring the
right flavor to atl dlshea Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Kegiilar meeting of
o'clock.

l

ho EIUm

--

602-60-

DURING THE DULL SEA30N IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BB3T ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCtC WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHE VAULT BVERY NIGH1. ON WOiiK FROM OUT
OF TvWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.

The

Hickox-Mayoar-

New Mexico's

Co.

d

Leading
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

J

I""

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO.

"

HARDWARE.

:

'

SECOND

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

J

II

Jewelers

4

HOF-BRA-

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

'

I

j ALBUQUERQUE

;

.
I

.

1

;

GO.

v:;:.":"7";

JJ I

Diamond" Palace
RAILROAD

Watch,

Diamonds,

Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks. Silverware.
A 8QUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We lnvtte

tour trade aal faaraDt4

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Is Now in Progress

I

50 WASH SUITS FOR BOYS
21 to 9 Years
'
Sailor or Russian Blouse

'

proportion. The qualities represented at these prices
sure most pronounced values.
Two Piece Outings
$12 ot $16 SUITS
now at $10.75

as-

Men's Clothes

$10 to $12 SUITS
now at $7.75

All Suits Worth up to

$24.00

$16.50

now

now

$14.75

SHOES

$12.50
now

$11.75

$8.75

HATS

About 50 Pair of Shoes worth as About 100 good hats some worth
high as $3.50 To clear the stock as high as $4.00. To clean them
$2.50 pair
out. $1.90

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

MEN'S AND YOUTHS' SUITS
EXTRA SPECIAL for one week Commencing Tuesday, July 24th and Continuing
until July 3 1st. 20 per cent Reduction on all Men's and Youths' Suits. Here is an
opportunity for buying High Grade Merchandise at a Great Saving.

.....

Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags.
Fail Not to see our assortment of Trunks, Suit Cases and
Bags before buying; on which we will give a Reduction of

AAT"
CTD
1 SJW LI ATC.
I O.

J

(ftfQ

Vl

Big Reduction on all Straw Hats. Regular
$1.50 to $3.00 Values. Your Choice

QC
VDC

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame OH Stoves,
Casoiine Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

f

'

eHMJUWJRiSJHfl

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

H3, tt5,

40 J, 403 North First Street

1 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Mcintosh hardware: company

M

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
It

Dr.B.AWVilliams

.DENTIST.

M

ooooocooocooo

M

See Display

M

H
M

Former Price $1.50 to $1.75

SPECIAL PRICE $1 EACH

I t. Williams has pr ioticed hia profusion in M.a Vegas for the past
se' enteen years.

in

Office over

TICKETS

,antr

lf

M

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

Maudell's on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.

19

one-thir-

Successors to E. J. POST

4

IVES. THE FLORIST.

I

Quick Action Sale Lucky Snaps While They Last
IN all departments our merchandise has been subjected
to a final and most decisive cutting of prices, so reduced as to assure a speedy and absolute clearance. In many
instances lots are badly broken in sizes, and in such cases
the prices will be found at less than wholesale cost to us.
d
From
to one-haof early season prices is the
rule. The axe has fallen amongst the high and the low, in

"so-calle-

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

EVFRITT

Notable Price Concessions Calculated to Clear Out all that
Remains of the Season's Stock
Many Lots Priced Below the Original Wholesale Cost '

ex-go- v

HARNESS

.

1

In All Lines of Summer Wearables

j

totiixlit
,
H. M. RIchardH of rfan Marcial 1"
upending a couple of dayH in the city.
Mrs. George Stateaon has returned
lo the city from a pleasure trip eaHt.
J. ii. Hernrion of the Slate National
bank, lias returned from a business
trip to Orlllu.
Col. Wm. Flewr. secretary of the
Helen Town & Improvement company,
is Mill in the city.
Mrs. Daniel Miller Is eniertainfnK
Hichanl Hubbard anil daughter, old
friends from Marcellne. Mo.
Judge W. C. Heaeock. who rusticat
ed a few weeks al the Jetuez hot
wrings, returned to the city last, night.
Frtd v,. Baca, an employe of t.he
Santa Fe iiop In this city, left last
night for Chicago on a month's vacation.
Mrs. W. S. Strickler and Mm. A. A.
Keen, who were at the Jemez hot
springs the past few weeks, have returned to the. city.
Mr. and (Mrs. M. J. McAtee will
leave tomorrow evening for Denver,
to visit relatives. They expect to be
gone alxmt a month.
Mr. and Mrs. J. i. Rutherf id, who
attended the Elks' convention at Denver, returned last night, and report
having had a grand time.
John I.ee Clarke and W. N. Mifiugiu
were among the Albur)iierqiie Elks at
Denver, attending the convention, who
returned home yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Goiigh,
and
the latter's two children, left last
night for southern California, after
remaining in the city for a few week.
Mrs. James Hanson of South Edith
street, returned last night from a visit
with relatives In Las Vegas. Mrs.
Hanson was formerly Miss Bessie
Women's canvas oxfords white or
gray, with light or heavy soles, leath
Pratt.
Deputy United States Marshal Har- er or covered heels. They look daln- - J
Prices
ry Cooper returned this morning from ty, are cool and wear well.
accompanying twelve Chinamen to run from $1.50 to $2.75. C. May's shoe
San Francisco, where they wero taken store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
o
for deportation.
SAVE
BY FEEDRev. J. M. Sollie, pastor
tif the ING OURLITTLE CHICKS
CHICK
FOOD.
Highland Methodist Episcopal church, E. W. FEE, SPECIALSOUTH
SECOND
the quarterly STREET. SUCCESSOR TO CLARK-VILLsouth, who attended
conference of his church at Watrous,
PRODUCE CO.
returned to the city last night.
0
pubDigneo,
Ben
the foreman of the
Duke City bankrupt stock of Teas
lishing department of the Citl.en Pub- for sale at F, F. Trotter"; 50 per
lishing company, who visited the prin cent reduction while the sale lasts.
cipal cities of the Centennial wate,
returned last night. He had a fine vaTHE MAZE.
cation.
5c
Fruit jar rubbers, per doz
6c
Hon. Solomon Luna, Assessor Geo. Sealing wax, per lb
15c
F. Albright and City Clerk Harry F. Parafflne, per lb
40c
I.ee, left last night for an outing to Jelly glasses, per doz
50c
be spent on the Pacific coast. Ashing 1 quart tin fruit cans, per doz
95c
In the channel between the coast and 1 quart fruit jars, per doz
30c
Extra fruit jar tops, per doz
Santa Catallna Islands.
70c
Mrs. A. A. Trimble left last night, for Nickel alarm clocks
30c
the Faywood hot springs in southern Dinner buckets
40c
New Mexico.
Mrs. Trimble suffers Camp coffee pots
camp stoves
$1.25
with the rheumatism and her many
paper, per roll
90c
friends here hope bathing hi the hot Building
Special sale of groceries every Satwaters of Faywood will prove benefiurday.
cial.
:
'THE MAZE,
Hon. Frank A. Hubhell, chairman of
Wm. Kieke, Prop.
the coutny republican central como
mittee, stated this morning that the
Do not forget the ice cream social
city dally papers were mistaken In
at the Lutheran church (corner Sixth
stating that he called en
Otero, iat tne Alvarado, while the lat- treet and Silver avenue) on Thurster was In the city the other evening. day afternoon and o evening.
Mr. Hubhell admits being at the AlPOOL ROOM FOR SALE .
varado. but callod there to see SenaThe contents of the Club pool room
tor Andrews, Solomon Luna and H. O.
are now for sale. A splendid business
Bursum, but not to see. the
See Wm. Shaw. 211
ernor. The Evening Citizen gladly opportunity.
Jttjuth Second street.
makes the correction. Dr. M. K. WyUler of this city, who
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
was in tne wreck of the Interurban
AT THE
ON DRAUGHT,
train near St. Louis a few days ago, WHITE ELEPHANT.
has received considerable newspaper
commendation for the manner In
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER,
which he came to he rescue of the WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Injured passengers, he being the first
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
to render any aid to the Injured. It
Remember, Eureka la the only lime
is noticeable that Dr. Wylder i. creditsold
here that will not pop. crack or
ed with looking after his wire first.
The wreck of the train resulted In blister In the wall. See that It Is
eighteen persons being seriously In specified la your contract.
HAHN 4. CO.
jured.
o
S. B. Miller, a well known Santa Ke
4. SON'S PIANOS?
CHICKERING
conductor, is basking in the smiles of
YES
Dame Fortune nowadays, having re
an
left
ceived word that he has been
We cell 'em. Also the Everett, Kimestate In Montreal, Canada, valued at ball, and several other makes. We
a
relative.
through
$50,000
Invite you to compare our prices wlto
the death of
Conductor Miller left last night on No. other
just as good" pianos.
8 to Investigate the source of his sudhandled by other firms. The percent
reage
denly acquired wealth. Ho will
will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
turn to this city to make, his permanresign
talking machines and records on
ent home, and will no doubt
from railroading, which will be re- earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
gretted by his many railroad friends.
Respectfully, yours for busiA trooper of the third squadron. anos.
MUSIC CO.
Fifth cavalry, arrived in the city yes- ness, THE WHITSON
o
terday in search of the draughtsman,
In the Mcin
picnic
baskets
See
the
Rallie Snyder, and the commissary
Hardware company's display
sergeant, both of whom disappeared tosh
after leaving this city for Tljeras can window.
yon, to rejoin the main column. He TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
said that both men had disappeared.
Securing a copy of The Evening Citi- UST A white Chinese npitz dog,
Finder return to Whitson Music Co.
zen of yesterday, containing the story
and receive reward.
of the finding of Snyder's h:rse, the
trooper immediately
left for Jones FOK KENT Furnished room with or
without lioard. Also nicely furnished
ranch to secure the horse and try to
cottage, with piano. Apply
east end of viaduct. Mrs. E K.
Harris.
Bridge
carpenter
WANTED
with
tools; $3.50 per day. Abraham Em
ployment Agency, 120 West Silver av
enue.
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